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From the CEO
It has been another
very tough year for
many people – not
least those affected
by the latest surge
of Covid, whether in
health terms, economically or because of social isolation. I do so hope that next year brings
us together safely more often.
I am very proud of the work that the
RTS has been doing for the industry.
Not least its packed and stimulating
events programme – the nations and
regions have excelled themselves!
We have full reports in this bumper
end-of-year issue on an excellent

collaboration between RTS London
and RTS Scotland on sustainability
and TV, a great session with ITV News’s
Julie Etchingham from RTS Devon
and Cornwall, and RTS London’s
revealing Christmas Lecture, given
by the peerless Esther Rantzen.
Our cover story looks at BBC
Three’s reincarnation as a terrestrial
channel and some of the remarkable
shows it has given us over the years.
Huge thanks to Peter Bazalgette for
his review of the year, full of his customary wit and wisdom. And don’t
miss Caitlin Danaher’s interview with
Jon Snow, who – and I can’t believe
I’m writing this – is finally leaving
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Channel 4 News after three decades.
We shall miss him.
Our diary comes from the doyenne
of ITV Daytime, Emma Gormley,
whose shows have consistently
punched above their weight during
the pandemic. And thanks, too, to TV
legend Sir Phil Redmond for being
Our Friend in the North West.
Congratulations to all our new RTS
Bursary Scholars, and I wish all our
readers a safe Christmas and a very
happy New Year.

Theresa Wise
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TV diary

I

■ For many, GMB is the first place
they turn to for their news every
morning. With 2,000 or so hours
of live television coming from ITV
Daytime every year, we just can’t
afford to fall off-air. My Saturday
evening involves a flurry of calls,
concluding with a late-night conference call with our brilliant head
of production, Alice Gairdner, as we
establish exactly what we need to
change for Monday’s shows.
■ We know more challenges are
inevitable over the coming days and
weeks. The shows are still working
under the “new normal” of Covid
precautions. None of us can quite
remember what life was like producing shows pre-pandemic. We’ve built
bigger on-screen desks to facilitate
social distancing and we have fewer
guests in the studios.
As of this evening, our plan to
finally get the Loose Women studio
audience back in the building suddenly feels vanishingly unlikely.
■ Monday morning – and boy do we
all need some festive cheer. All the
shows have gone beyond the call of
duty (as always) with their Christmas trees, festive content and even
a life-size, animatronic polar bear
called Tundra, who appears on This
Morning.

ITV

’m glad we decided Christmas
should come early on ITV
Daytime this year. It’s been
another tough weekend for
the nation, with Storm Arwen
ripping through a large part of
the country (and taking I’m a
Celebrity… off air for the first time ever).
There’s also been a Saturday-evening
address by the Prime Minister, setting
out new measures to stop the Omicron variant overwhelming the NHS.

Emma Gormley is
determined to bring
some seasonal cheer
to daytime audiences,
despite the alarming
spread of Omicron
Throughout the pandemic, our
teams have worked incredibly hard to
inform the nation and be first with
the news, but we also know it’s vitally
important to put a smile on our viewers’ faces and a spring in their step.
■ Today is St Andrew’s Day, or, as
we call it in ITV Daytime, Lorraine’s
Birthday. Her show is packed with
birthday treats from Rylan and Gary
Barlow to Mary and Romain from
LK’s favourite show, Selling Sunset.
It’s a brilliantly fun start to the day.
Even so, my mind isn’t far from the
real question of the day: will Christmas be cancelled, and how will we
cover it?
■ Another Prime Ministerial press
conference, and we’re assured
that Christmas won’t be cancelled.
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Apparently, we can still party, but
we’re told it’s probably best to leave
out the mistletoe. Snogging aside,
we’ve already made the tough decision to postpone or dramatically
downsize our own parties.
The PM has also urged all who can
work from home to do so. Unfortunately for me and many of my team,
that’s just not an option. We’ve been
in the office and studios every day
for the entire pandemic, determined
to keep the shows running, our audiences informed and to put those who
are making the biggest decisions
under proper journalistic scrutiny.
■ Partying becomes a recurrent
theme on air, too, as ITV News uncovers footage of the now-infamous
Allegra Stratton Christmas party
video. Naturally, the morning after
this brings much debate and anger
across all our shows. The nation’s
strength of feeling is reflected in
our ratings.
■ This Morning and Loose Women
go off-air for their well-deserved
Christmas break this week. But
there’s no rest for GMB and Lorraine,
as they continue between Christmas
and the New Year.
We will be finishing the year with a
Loose Women extravaganza on Christmas Eve. There will be lots of laughs
and warmth, and we’ll all be cooing
over Stacey’s baby, Rose (socially
distanced cooing, naturally). On
Christmas Day, we’ll be waking up to
special editions of Good Morning Britain, Lorraine and This Morning.
With a bit of luck, all Daytimers
will get a Christmas lie-down –
before we’re back on-air, all guns
blazing, at the start of another year.
Emma Gormley is Managing Director,
ITV Studios – Daytime.
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COMFORT CLASSIC
Steve Clarke shares
his affection for a witty
comedy that showered
its characters with love

W

BBC

hen a new BBC
Three comedy
made its low-key
debut in the
spring of 2007,
no one imagined
that Gavin & Stacey would go on to
become the comedic equivalent of a
national treasure.
Despite its two writers’ utter lack of
experience as screenwriters – James
Corden and Ruth Jones had met as
actors on Kay Mellor’s slimming club
drama for ITV, Fat Friends – it soon
became clear that here was a startlingly
original show blessed by a group of fully
realised characters, a script crackling
with wit and an unusually brilliant cast.
In other words, pure comic gold that
would go on making audiences laugh
for three series and two Christmas
specials, the most recent (in 2019)
attracting an insanely large audience
of more than 17 million viewers.
This masterpiece takes a lot of its
humour from the everyday banalities of
English – and, it has to be said, Welsh
– life. Many of the greatest TV comedies
are built around the character of a
comic monster. Not so Gavin & Stacey,
whose characters, regardless of their
flaws, are all rather likeable. Its cheerful
optimism is clearly shaped by the precredit-crunch, feel-good years of New
Labour, when the UK was much more
at ease with itself than it is today.
Corden got the idea after attending
a wedding in Wales between a Welsh
woman and an English man, which he
mentioned to Jones. At the time, he
was a young actor whose star was on
the up thanks to his part in Fat Friends
(which won him an RTS Programme
Awards 2001 nomination for Network
Newcomer – On Screen) and a role in
the original stage production of Alan
Bennett’s The History Boys.
He and Jones sent the BBC a treatment for a one-hour comedy film.
“We didn’t even know how to write a

6

Gavin
&
Stacey

Gavin & Stacey is on BBC iPlayer.

Ear candy

W

hile best
known for
his gonzo
reporting
on fringe
figures and
strange
subcultures, the starting point for Jon
Ronson’s new BBC Radio 4 podcast is
society at large.
In Things Fell Apart, he excavates the
battlegrounds of the American culture
wars to find their origin stories, and
explains how, exactly, things fell apart
and left the country so fractured and
polarised. Abortion, homosexuality,
cancel culture, Satanism – he picks the
biggest and most violent battles. But
the episodes start in such obscure
places and take such unexpected turns
that each one is a revelatory listen.
Take the first, 1000 Dolls. It starts with
an American boy, Frank Schaeffer,
growing up in the 1970s among Christian intellectuals in a Swiss mountain
retreat and daydreaming of directing
Hollywood films, and ends with the
shooting of an abortion doctor in
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BBC

 roposal,” she admitted. “We just wrote
p
lots of dialogue and lots of different
characters and little vignettes.” The BBC
said it didn’t have a slot for a film and
suggested a series charting the relationship and culminating in the wedding.
That is how Gavin & Stacey was born.
Curiously, perhaps, Corden and Jones
didn’t choose the title roles for themselves, instead, opting to play Gavin and
Stacey’s best friends, Smithy and Nessa.
The pair’s on-off, love-hate relationship
provides humour and poignancy in
equal measure. Had this been a US
show, the chances are that Smithy and
Nessa would have been conventionally
attractive. But us Brits are weird and to
show two fat people hitting on one
another was ahead of its time.
Gavin (Mathew Horne) and Stacey
(Joanna Page) provide the names for a
charmingly twisted romcom with a side
order of buddy show: one of the joys of
the series is the enduring relationship
between Gavin and Smithy, devoted
best friends and a pair of likely lads for
noughties Britain, when the internet
was associated with optimism, and it
was cool to shovel down fast food and
drown your sorrows in a lake of alcohol.
Back in 2007, young men rarely
expressed their feelings in a comedy
but these two Essex lads were surprisingly emotionally literate. Generally,
TV comedy thrives on dysfunctional
relationships but most of those we see
in Gavin & Stacey are warm and loving,
despite the friction between Gavin’s
Essex tribe and Stacey’s Barry bunch.
As for the lovers at the centre of the
story, Gavin and Stacey’s relationship
is not without its trials. Part of the
show’s charm is the genuine warmth
and innocence of their love. Although
here, as with so much of the show, not
everything is as it seems when it
emerges that Stacey had been engaged
five times before meeting Gavin.
While Corden’s immaculate acting
so often steals the scenes, Jones’s
Nessa is the oddest and funniest character, a seaside Goth whose past lovers
have included Richard Madeley – she
was Richard and Judy’s nanny –
Prince, John Prescott and Nigel Havers!
Add in Alison Steadman’s pitch perfect performance as Gavin’s volatile
mum, Pamela, Rob Brydon as Stacey’s
gauche Uncle Bryn and Larry Lamb as
Gavin’s endlessly accommodating dad,
and this is a comedy that never loses
its freshness. n

Buffalo, New York. The through lines
to the present day are easily traced, so
most episodes are bleak reminders of
the mess these conflicts have generated.
But some episodes strike a note of
optimism that is all too rarely felt. Episode 3, A Miracle, recalls the time when
TV evangelist Tammy Faye Messner
invited an openly gay person living with
Aids on to her show, despite the scorn
of her peers.
It was an inspiring act of courage
and compassion that demanded others
transcend their bigotry.
According to the series, the culture
wars date back to at least the 1970s,
when the battle lines were drawn –
broadly speaking – between Christian
conservatives and progressives.
These are so ingrained now that
Ronson pulls off an impressive balancing act. Recognising the danger that
covering the culture wars could very
easily fuel them, he carefully walks a
tightrope over the chasm between left
and right. By doing so, he is building a
vital bridge. n
Harry Bennett
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The Last Kingdom

Apple TV+

WORKING
LIVES
The Tragedy of Macbeth

Alex Hassell stars as the villainous

Vicious in the new Netflix sci-fi series
Cowboy Bebop and Ross in Joel Coen’s
The Tragedy of Macbeth, which streams
on Apple TV+ in January.

Did you always want to act?
Since the age of 12, when I saw a local
youth theatre musical – there was this
big group of young people having a
really good time and I knew it was for
me. I joined a local amateur company
in Essex, where I grew up, which put
on musicals, and acted in every spare
moment. I played Bugsy in Bugsy Malone,
which was an amazing start, and then
did tons: Guys and Dolls, Hello Dolly! and
Oliver!. I had tap, jazz, ballet and singing
lessons – I just wanted to be an actor.
You haven’t continued as a song and
dance man…
I was with the National Youth Music
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Actor

Theatre before drama school, and other
members of the cast have gone on to
become huge musical stars, but I didn’t
have the same confidence in my voice.
I also got turned on to Shakespeare
fairly early, and it’s the psychological
complication of parts that interests me.
Did you have acting heroes?
Jimmy Dean and Marlon Brando – they
blew my mind. They were iconic, beautiful, intriguing and complex. They were
these explosive, volcanic forces. And
cool – everyone wants to be cool.
Latterly, Mark Rylance has been an
enormous influence. I had the great
pleasure of working with him during
a formative period of my acting life.
Was it difficult starting out?
I went to the Central School of Speech
and Drama and, after graduating, I did
adverts, “cough and spit” parts in TV

and little bits of theatre. Like most people at that age, I thought I’d walk out of
drama school into a Martin Scorsese
film. That happens for one person in a
million but, for me, it’s been a much
longer, up and down, path.
I definitely questioned whether or
not I was going to make it – there’s a lot
of rejection in a job like this. The question you have to ask is: “Is the pain
worth the bits of happiness you get out
of it?” So far, it’s never tipped too far in
the wrong direction. Faith, or delusion,
is a massive part of sticking at it.
What was the first TV programme you
acted in?
Hawkins, a BBC drama starring Robert
Lindsay. Sheridan Smith, who was at
the National Youth Music Theatre at
the same time as me, had a big part.
In my scene, I was sat behind her in
a lecture room and my character had

How does working in TV and film
compare with the theatre?
In theatre, I slowly built up to the
Royal Shakespeare Company – by the
time I got there, I felt I knew what I
was doing. My journey in TV and film
has accelerated quite quickly recently,
so, slightly unexpectedly, I have been
with enormously famous people and
with a massive amount of money riding on everything.
The first time I was dropped into this
crazy A-list world was Suburbicon, with
George Clooney directing and Matt
Damon and Julianne Moore starring.
I’d been on stage with the RSC in
Henry IV, Henry V and Death of a Salesman,
and hadn’t been on a set for three years
– I didn’t feel I totally knew what I
was doing.
So, a big part of the job is not freaking
out – you don’t want to be shit. The
wonderful thing about doing The Tragedy
of Macbeth was, because I have all this
Shakespeare experience, it wasn’t a
question of, “Can I do it?”. It was: “How
are we going to do it?” – that felt great.

Are there any tricks of the trade you
can share with us?
Learn your lines, really, really well. It
sounds obvious, but if you know the
lines, you can work on the character
underneath.
What makes a good actor?
Empathy and patience. There’s a difficult dichotomy in acting: an actor has
to be thin-skinned and emotionally

being good and then, at some point the
right part will come along.
Is there anything you’d like to act in?
Right now I’d be excited to do a film
where I’m a real person in a contemporary setting, facing normal people’s
problems, a relationship drama. A lot of
my work recently has been set in the
past, the future or an alternate world.
The Richard Linklater trilogy [Before

What do you bring to work with you?
The script, a notepad, and a reusable
bottle and coffee cup. Sometimes,
headphones. But I try not to sit on my
phone – film sets should have this
camaraderie and, if everyone’s on
Instagram, it changes the atmosphere.
For Cowboy Bebop, I had my sword with
me to practise.
Did you do all your fight scenes in
Cowboy Bebop?
I did about 90%, which I was super
proud of. I learnt how to fight with a
sword and do all the action stuff. I
absolutely loved it.
What are the best and worst parts of
the job?
The worst is the not knowing – what
you’re doing, where you’re going,
whether you’ve got a part, whether
you’re going to let your family down if
you’ve arranged something, how much
money you have or haven’t got…. The
best part is working on brilliant mater
ial with brilliant people.

Cowboy Bebop
available, but also thick-skinned to
withstand the travails of being an actor
– the amount of rejection is huge.
What advice would you give to an
aspiring actor?
If acting really is the thing and you have
to do it, then do it. Work at getting better
– if you just wait for a job, you’re going
to seize up. At the risk of being pretentious, as Hamlet said: “The readiness is
all.” Always be as good as you can possibly be in every audition – even if you
think the part’s shit or you’ve no hope
of getting it. You’ll get a reputation for
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Netflix

to stand up and complain. They cut out
the bit of me getting up and speaking,
so I was just an extra in the background, huffing and puffing away. I
was billed in the Radio Times as “Phil
Hassell” – it was an ignominious
beginning but, in a way, it was good,
because Phil Hassell was crap.

Sunrise, Before Sunset and Before Midnight]
– I’d love to do something like that.
What will we see you in next?
A TV series, a British-US co-production,
which I’m afraid I can’t talk about.
Then, I don’t know – I’m hustling for a
job like everyone else. n
Cowboy Bebop is available now to watch
on Netflix and The Tragedy of Macbeth
will premiere in selected cinemas on
25 December and globally on Apple TV+
on 14 January. Alex Hassell was interviewed by Matthew Bell.
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On third thoughts

n two months’ time, almost six
years to the day that BBC Three
became a solely internet network
in order to save money, the service
is returning as a linear channel.
Arguably, it’s not a moment too
soon. For, along with every other traditional broadcaster, the BBC is grappling
with how to attract younger audiences
and compete effectively with the
streamers.
During BBC Three’s online-only
years, in which the content budget was
slashed from £81m (2013/14) to £30m
(2017/18), the channel’s target viewership of 16- to 34-year-olds nosedived,
says Tom Harrington, head of tele
vision at Enders Analysis.
“BBC Three wasn’t massive when it
moved online in 2016. The share of
16- to 34-year-olds was something like
28%, but it still had resonance,” he
explains. “When it was online only,
it just became a tab behind a tab on
iPlayer. We put out a report that showed
a 70% drop in viewing – and this was

10

Will BBC Three’s return
to linear-TV stem its
declining audiences,
asks Shilpa Ganatra
up to last year. It was far worse than the
BBC’s estimates of around 15%.”
Still, big-hitting shows such as Killing
Eve, Fleabag, Normal People and RuPaul’s
Drag Race UK were effective shop
windows to the world of BBC Three,
especially as they were given linear
broadcasts on BBC One and sometimes BBC Two.
Reflecting this cutting-edge content,
which also embraced such shows as
People Just Do Nothing and one-off drama
Murdered by My Father, BBC Three won
the RTS’s Channel of the Year in 2017.
During the last year alone, it
unveiled its new music and chat show,
Tonight with Target, launched former
Love Island star Zara McDermott as a

documentary presenter and registered
an industry-leading gender balance in
its comedy offerings, with 58% of its
long-form scripted comedy written by
women.
In terms of what we can expect in
the months ahead, the broad direction
of travel at BBC Three is unlikely to
change. “One of the reasons the return
to linear is happening is because our
content is working, so the broadcast
channel is all about giving it a bigger
window, and giving audiences more
opportunity to see it,” says BBC Three’s
controller, Fiona Campbell.
She adds: “When I started in my role
[in December 2018], I wanted to make
us more fun and entertaining and
build a slate of returning brands to
work alongside our noisy factual
pieces.
“You can expect us to continue building on that, alongside working with our
partners in the nations to commission
more programmes that are representative of the whole of the UK. �

BBC

Normal People

Starstruck
Tonight with Target
Torchwood
Snog Marry Avoid?
Meet the Khans
Stacey Dooley Investigates
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Fleabag
Killing Eve
Little Britain
Being Human
Gavin & Stacey
Normal People (page 10)

All pictures: BBC

BBC Three: a portfolio with punch
Superhoe
3 Non-Blondes
In My Skin
The Mighty Boosh
The House of Tiny Tearaways
My Brother the Islamist (page 12)
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For starters, there is still a significant
audience of young adults who watch
traditional television. In fact, during
BBC’s Three’s online existence, around
three-quarters of its viewing came
from TV sets, as opposed to computers, tablets and smartphones, according to the Enders Analysis report “BBC

run, and the BBC may be spending
money on running a linear channel in
a world where, generally, streamers
are the future. I’m very keen that
more money is spent on the future of
television, which means spending it
with young writers, performers and
behind-the-screen talent, and for a

My Brother the Islamist
Three’s reinvention online: Effects on
viewing and content”.
“It’s still valuable to be in as many
places as possible, especially when
content is curated and easy to navigate, with the added advantage of
prominence on the EPG,” suggests
Harrington. “Also, you can use it as a
barker channel: where, basically, the
point of it is to tempt viewers to go to
iPlayer and watch more content.”
To beef up its offering, BBC Three is
“doubling its content budget”, according to the BBC, to in the region of
£79m. This is still less than the £81m
earmarked for content towards the
end of its first linear-TV run. “And
bear in mind, that’s a lot of years ago,
and there’s been massive inflation in
the industry,” notes Thoday.
For him, the channel’s future prospects have less to do with its platform
and more to do with its content spend.
“That is fundamental,” he insists.
“When it went online, if the BBC had
increased the content budget, it might
have been OK. But it didn’t do that,
and it didn’t increase the marketing
budget, either.
“Linear channels cost money to

young audience. My fear is it will cost
the BBC a huge amount of money, but
it’s not prepared to spend it, or it
doesn’t have it because the Government is hamstringing it with licencefee restrictions.”
Campbell, however, insists that the
commitment to nurturing new – and
diverse – talent remains. “BBC Three
has always been a great launch platform for new talent in front of and
behind the camera, including our
New Director Scheme,” she says. “We
intend to keep evolving these opportunities for breakthrough talent across
Britain. We know the landscape will
continue to evolve but we’re confident that we can offer something
unique within it.”
Time will tell if February’s return to
EPGs will help BBC Three claw back
some of its lost viewers. “I wouldn’t
hold out for massive engagement, with
people watching hours and hours,”
warns Harrington. “That wasn’t even
the case in 2016, and it’s certainly not
going to be the case in 2022.
“Overall, this is a little bit late. But
the BBC needs to make bold moves,
and this is one of them.” n

BBC

� “Beyond that, we’re also making a
big play in drama, with four titles next
year, including Superhoe, Red Rose,
Wrecked and [Sally Rooney’s Normal
People follow-up] Conversations with
Friends.”
When BBC Three returns, it’s due to
air after CBBC, from 7:00pm to 4:00am,
with pre-watershed content for the
over-13s. Ofcom has stipulated that at
least 75% of the hours broadcast each
year must be original programmes,
commissioned by the BBC for UK
viewers, and the schedule should
include a weekday news programme.
There are high hopes that BBC
Three will come good on Ofcom’s
broad challenge of “daring to be different”, especially as its content will
no longer need to air on the mainstream channels.
“At the moment, [flagship] BBC
Three content serves a dual purpose
because it airs online on iPlayer, and
on BBC One and BBC Two. Its content
therefore skews a little bit younger,
but not completely, because older
people don’t want to be too shocked,”
says Harrington, citing Love Island as a
well-targeted programme that works
on ITV2 but would likely have struggled on ITV’s main channel.
It begs the question of how edgy
the already-edgy Normal People could
have gone if it was squarely aimed at
a BBC Three audience – although, as
a co-production with Hulu, this was
not solely the BBC’s call. Such creative decisions make a case for limiting co-productions.
“Plus, with young talent, you want
to be able to fully fund a show because
it’s hard to strike a co-production
arrangement using talent that’s not
known in other territories,” says Jon
Thoday, co-founder of Avalon, the
independent production company and
talent agency, who led a campaign to
save BBC Three when it was first
threatened with becoming online-only.
“When we made Starstruck for BBC
Three with Rose Matafeo, we also got
funding from HBO in North America,
so it’s not impossible – but it is hard,”
he adds.
While losing out on the mass audiences of BBC One and BBC Two may
hurt overall viewership figures in the
short term, there are obvious advantages to being a separate linear channel.

OUR FRIEND IN THE

NORTH WEST
Sir Phil Redmond
celebrates the
freewheeling,
cage-rattling talent
that gives his home
city its creative DNA

Colin Lane/Liverpool Echo

L

iverpool. The global
port that Carl Gustav
Jung dubbed the
“pool of life”. The UK’s
most-filmed location
outside the capital.
From Lita Roza’s No 1
hit How Much Is That Doggy in the Window? through to the Beatles; football
dominance; comedy, both singular
and sitcom; the backdrop for socially
realistic drama, from Days of Hope and
Z Cars through Blackstuff, Brookside and
Hollyoaks to the BBC’s Time and Channel 4’s Help, with its Rose D’Or drama
award, keeping the flame lit.
It’s also host to a thriving games
sector, including Sony PlayStation’s
largest UK team. And so it should be,
for it was in Liverpool that the games
company Psygnosis sparked the PlayStation into life.
At the moment, we are hearing a lot
about Channel 4’s move to Leeds and
the BBC’s expansive plans in Birming
ham, yet these amount to nothing
much more than another administrative relocation of resources.
There’s nothing wrong and much to
be commended in these moves, provided everyone remembers these are
already established broadcasting
centres. Just like every other regional
initiative since 1927, when the BBC, as
we know it, came into being.
Every change in broadcasting policy
since has been predetermined by the
group think, and the transmitter plan,
established back then.
Once more, the national mantra
appears to be “out of London”. So each
region is going through the usual
beauty-parade contortions of trying to
shoehorn itself into the levelling-up
agenda, while the evident, and usual,
conundrum remains: how can you
grow your production capability

without more investment from the
broadcasters? Usually this translates to
real estate and a few back-office jobs.
But, here’s the thing. The USP. The
Scouserati’s place in the pantheon of
UK talent, from Macca to Bond, from
Monsarrat to Comer, from McGovern
to Ballas, has been achieved without
the presence of a major broadcaster.
Critical mass and clustering are
great for rationalising resources,
streamlining efficiencies and raising
skill levels, but what about the one
key ingredient that actually drives the
business: freewheeling, unfettered,
cage-rattling talent?
As we move to a more converging
digital metaverse, the real winners
will be those who also understand
that talent, people and their imaginations, have been, are and always will
be the main raw material. Liverpool
and Merseyside have always,
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instinctively, understood this. A heritage of importing and exporting cultures, forming its own creative cluster.
The city is a place honed by the act
of survival, throwing up as much
disruptive technology as disruptive
people. Refusing to accept the status
quo, constantly searching for social
justice and, through that, imbuing a
great storytelling and performance
tradition within its DNA. It is why the
principal focus of the region is on
talent pipelines. Creating local development funding for writers for locally
produced output. Then providing
them with the tools to, well, WFH.
From Lime Productions’ earliest
days as Mersey Television and LA
Productions, the goal has always been
to capitalise on its creative DNA. The
two new HETV studios at The Depot,
continue that tradition. As will the
£54m Littlewoods Studio development, supported by Twickenham
Studios and the LJMU Screen School.
Netflix, Amazon et al are also in the
mix, of course. With access to the
region’s 1Gb backhaul network
strapped to three transatlantic pipes,
the goal is to become one of Europe’s
main TV, film and immersive gaming
hubs. New real estate with the potential for over 4,000 real jobs.
Oh, and something else we are
hearing about is Britishness – begging
the question, whose Britishness?
Perhaps that’s one for another day,
but at least the Liverpool canon of
writers could point the way.
If you want history, go elsewhere. If
you want to challenge the present or
take part in the future, come to the
pool of life. n
Sir Phil Redmond CBE is a screenwriter
and TV producer whose credits include
Grange Hill, Brookside and Hollyoaks.
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Trump supporters storm the Capitol

Peter Bazalgette looks back on a year when we
needed impartial, public service news more than ever

Riots, racism
and recovery
JANUARY

It’s 6:00pm in London and I’m watching CNN. In Washington, before Trump
has finished an insane, incendiary
speech about election fraud, his supporters have moved off and started
assaulting the Capitol building. This
is an extraordinary, deranged Bastille
moment. I’m WhatsApping my American friends in the US and UK. They’re
already viewing. But US media are
outside the building… what’s going
on inside?
Within a couple of hours, we find
out, courtesy of a career-defining
exclusive from ITV News’s Robert
Moore, with producer Sophie Alexander and Mark Davey on camera. This is
obviously going to become the news
report of the year. Subsequent awards
bear this out. Robert’s report is the
antidote to the outrageous rabble
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rousing on Fox News, which has
depressingly driven CNN to equally
polarised polemics.
Beyond Fox are the social media
channels, where Hillary Clinton runs
a paedophile ring from a Washington
pizzeria and Bill Gates is personally
monitoring us via a vax-chip in our
arms. Never has impartial news been
more important.
But why don’t PSB programmes ever
explain to the next generation why
they’re so reliable? Their ethics, their
training, their sourcing. Hats off to Sky
News online for including a segment
on this. Others take note if you want
the under-40s to watch PSB news.

FEBRUARY

More than 10 million watch the final of
The Masked Singer on ITV. This South
Korean format precedes Squid Game and

follows the breakout of the boy band
BTS and the four Oscars for Parasite last
year. We should be paying close attention to popular culture over there.
A new TV entertainment format
achieving 10 million is about as rare as
an England penalties victory (see below).
Good to remind ourselves, then, of how
format hits come about. Commissioners who are cool hunters of new, original themes challenge creative
producers with inspiring (not derivative) briefs. The development teams
need folk who are not afraid to have
ridiculous thoughts. These are the raw
materials of all our favourite shows.
Then, budget-holding executives need
to have the nerve to take risks. “Simples”, as our leading media meerkat,
Aleksandr Orlov, would say. We have
more buyers of shows than ever. But
how often are they this bold or exacting?

MARCH

The schools reopen after the prolonged
Christmas Covid lockdown. We’re also
a year on from that first, rather chilling
shuttering of the economy, which led
to the largest falls in advertising revenue in the history of commercial TV.
But, as the spring crocuses and daffodils appear, it begins to look like
advertising may be emerging, even
thrusting, out of hibernation, too. Once
again, rumours of our death may have
been a trifle exaggerated.
Of course, the Euros, Love Island and
the Paralympics will be timely stimuli.
But most of all, it seems, companies are
finding they still need a mass, simultaneous audience to drive sales and
curate brand equity. Plus they know
that the impacts are all genuine and
appear in a safe space, insulated from
porn, extremism and paranoia.
These early signs of recovery will be
borne out with record revenues by the
end of the year. Across Europe, quoted
broadcaster stocks have share prices
that essentially value this cash income
at zero, preferring to concentrate on
production capacity and streaming.
Investors are far from foolish to
highlight the need for rapid roll-out of
data-led, digital streaming services.
Yes, UK live viewing has fallen from
around 70% in 2017 to just above 50%
in 2021. But the much-derided schedule will deliver value for some years
to come.

APRIL

BritBox is that rare thing, a co-operation
between BBC, ITV, Channel 4 and
Channel 5. This is the month the UK
service launches on Amazon, another
vital part of an ambitious distribution
plan. And a reminder that, in 10 years,
when most TV signals will be distributed
via the internet, a few supranational
monopolies will have unprecedented
power. What if they don’t want to offer
the PSBs in a prominent place, or will
only do so in return for an onerous share
of revenue or damaging data retention?
The 2003 Communications Act
established a principle of PSB prominence on satellite and cable platforms.
This was justified by the public benefits
that PSBs deliver. It was achieved by
giving them the first five channel slots.
The principle remains valid today,
but the tech has changed completely.
Just look at the plethora of apps on a
connected TV. The idea of access,
prominence and fair value for the PSBs
in the 21st century is understood by
both regulators and politicians. They’re
beginning to talk about the necessary
legislation.

Speaking of broadcasters under pressure, the news emerges that France’s
two biggest commercial channels, TF1
and M6, intend to merge. They have
grasped an uncomfortable truth: that
for domestic, European content distributors to have a chance of competing with the mega-funded Netflix,
Amazon Prime, Apple TV+ and Disney+,
they’re going to need to merge just to
have a big enough streaming catalogue,
quite apart from anything else.
This insight is being driven by RTL,
which is a 50% shareholder in M6. RTL
is also driving similar mergers in the
Netherlands and Belgium. I confidently
predict that RTL will merge with
ProSiebenSat1 in Germany as soon as it
can. All these deals will, of course, need
approval by the competition authorities,
who might just start looking ahead,
rather than myopically in the rear-view
mirror (mummified Kangaroo, anyone?).
What will it all mean for the UK?

JUNE

GB News launches. Some of us are
applauding Andrew Neil and colleagues
for their bravery in starting a news

Tom Jenkins

MAY

The end of the Euros for England
service. We know that good TV and
radio news is costly and has to be
subsidised. By the BBC licence fee, by
advertising revenues and, in the case of
Sky News, with a 10-year commitment
of subscription money from Comcast.
Can GB News simply go it alone,
with no more than what it can sell to
advertisers via TV and online?
Well, within a couple of weeks
Andrew has retired hurt to the south of
France. The station’s technical problems feed the British genius for
schadenfreude. If this was an Olympic
sport, we’d win gold every year.
The channel soon proves to be less
about news and more about comment.
The great CP Scott once wrote in a 1921
essay about The Guardian: “Comment is
free, fact are sacred.” We might paraphrase that: “Comment is cheap, facts
are expensive.”
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JULY

On 7 July, England play Denmark in
the semi-finals of the Euros. By a mixture of good fortune and canny negotiation, this goes out on ITV. It achieves
a peak audience of 27.6 million viewers, which makes the game the mostwatched football match ever on a
single channel.
A sense of childlike excitement is
building in me because I know I have
a ticket for the Wembley final, courtesy
of Uefa. What a prospect!
As we arrive in a taxi, we get an
urgent message to stay in our car until
ITV colleagues can reach us with a
security detail. What’s happening?
A quick look online reveals that a full
riot is taking place. After 45 minutes,
they reach us and we’re guided
through a scene of devastation. Yes, we
just make kick-off and that glorious �
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that surprised) to get a letter from
a viewer complaining about Black
History Month. He asks why there
isn’t a White History Month. I’m trying to be diplomatic, but the answer
is easy. We’ve had white history
month for the past four centuries.

Climate change looms over all the other crises
� early goal. But as the match slips
away from us, a sense of shame
begins to permeate, too. What do we
look like on the international stage?
Within seconds of our customary
penalties defeat, we see racist abuse
of those who failed to score. Often,
religion divides us more than it unites
us. Is sport the same? Answers on a
postcard.

doesn’t understand the issue. “Don’t
patronise me,” is her sharp reply.
Cue the always-surprising Richard
Madeley, who asks whether the M25
sit-ins are fascistic. In a startling nonsequitur, our Liam then asks Richard,
“Do you know how many MPs supported Winston Churchill in 1937?”.
Richard is swift in his rejoinder: “I
don’t care.” Don’t you love live telly?

AUGUST

OCTOBER

The first legitimate summer holidays
for two years. As broadcasting folk
melt away to their dachas in Tuscany
and the Algarve, nothing really happens at all this month. Something to
be grateful for.

SEPTEMBER

PPGMB seems to be in good form
(that’s Post-Piers Good Morning Britain).
A hapless Insulate Britain supporter
appears. When asked whether he’s
insulated his own house, Liam Norton
refuses to say – an eloquent response.
The authoritative Susanna Reid
challenges him and he tells her she
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Black History Month. Particularly
enjoyable is David Olusoga’s BBC
Two series Black and British: A Forgotten
History, First Encounters. David is always
thoughtful and reassuringly scholarly,
but in an eminently accessible way.
Ballet Black: Eightfold on Channel 4 is
a lovely arts show. Also, a special
mention for Benjamin Zephaniah,
whose Standing Firm, Football’s Windrush
Story on ITV is a superb answer to my
exam question above about whether
football divides. And yet this strong
slate of programming shows that we
have come a long way in 30 years.
So I’m surprised (but perhaps not

Oceanus Conservation

NOVEMBER

To a private room in Claridge’s for
what turns out to be a rather charming lunch. We’ve been summoned by
that doyenne of analysts, Claire
Enders, and Sky’s Stephen van
Rooyen to mark the ministerial career
of John Whittingdale, or Whitto as he’s
universally known. He’s served as
Chair of the DCMS Committee, as
David Cameron’s Secretary of State,
then back in for 20 months as Minister
of State for Media and Data under
Boris.
A testament to the esteem and
affection in which he’s held is the
attendance: a who’s who of RTS,
Ofcom, Sky, Virgin, the BBC, ITV,
Channel 4 and 5. A celebration bordering on a conspiracy, in fact.
Most politicians solely watch the
news on telly, and only if they’re on
it. Whitto is a genuine and enthusiastic consumer of TV, film, video games
and music. Not everyone might agree
with all his views, but everyone in
that room applauds his career and
legacy.

DECEMBER

The end of November brings Storm
Arwen to ravage north Wales and the
late Georgian folly of Gwrych Castle.
All those heavy faux-fortifications do
nothing to protect I’m a Celebrity… Get
Me Out of Here!, which is obliged to
close for three nights.
You may recall that, when widespread floods in Somerset upset the
Cameron Government in 2014, a local
Ukip councillor told us that this was
God’s punishment for legalising gay
marriage. What sin have we committed this time, I wonder?
And with that profundity I wish you
all a happy and productive 2022. n
Peter Bazalgette is Chair of ITV and
Co-chair of the Creative Industries
Council.

Do you need
£5,000
for a history of
television project?
Grants will be given to assist in the
completion of new or unfinished
projects, work or literature specific
to the objectives of the Trust.
‘Literature’ is defined as including
audio-visual media such as DVDs
and websites. It is essential that
applicants read all the conditions
and criteria, which can be found
online at the address below.
George Shiers, a distinguished
US television historian, was a

long-standing member of the
RTS. The Shiers Trust grant is now
in its 21st year.

Application procedure
Applications are now invited and
should be submitted to the
Trustees by 31 March 2022 on the
official application form.

www.rts.org.uk/
shiers-trust-award

Apply now for
the 2022 Shiers
Trust Award
The Trust can make a
grant of up to £5,000
towards publishing
work on any aspect
of TV history
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2021 award recipient announced

Mark Craig has been announced
as the recipient of the 2021
Shiers Trust Award.
The award of £4,000 will allow
Craig to continue filming interviews with notable designers
for an archive of BBC motion
graphic design.
It marks the first time a project has received a Shiers Trust
Award twice. In 2019, Craig

shared the prize, winning £2,000,
with the Made in Yorkshire documentary film project.
Craig is a former BBC and
Channel 4 motion graphic designer
turned documentary-maker who
made the well-received feature
film The Last Man on the Moon.
Expanding the archive, which
contains hundreds of examples
of title sequences and idents
from the early 1960s onwards, is
an ongoing process. Craig said:
‘It’s a real shot in the arm for the
project and we’ll be able to get a
lot of work done with the award.
It’s much appreciated.
‘A key part of the archive is
to capture interviews with the
veterans of graphic design. Their
spoken testimonies offer not
only insight into their creative
process and techniques, but also
social and cultural context.”
The interviews with BBC TV
graphic designers are edited
together with examples of

their work and included in an
open-access archive hosted by
Ravensbourne University*.
The archive was started by
former BBC graphic designer
Michael Graham-Smith, who
works closely with another
award-winning designer, Liz
Friedman, and BBC Archive
content manager Mark Macey.
Past Shiers Trust Award winners include an oral history of
BBC Pebble Mill and a biography
of Grace Wyndham Goldie, the
first head of BBC TV News and
Current Affairs.

Mark Craig

* www.ravensbourne.ac.uk/bbc-motion-graphics-archive
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The truth seeker
steps back

S

peak to anyone who has
worked in the same post
for 32 years and you might
find them struggling to
muster much gusto. Yet
Jon Snow still speaks of
his daily routine at Channel 4 News with
the boyish enthusiasm of one who has
just landed their dream job.
“It’s fantastic. It’s the best programme
you could ever work on,” he says of the
news bulletin he has helmed since
1989. “You don’t have to be in until
9:00am – I mean, unless you’re abroad.
But then you toil. The climax is at a
very climactic part of the day, when
most people have got home, at 7:00pm.
It’s all over by 8:00pm, and you’re back
home in time for supper. Actually, it’s
the perfect day.”
At the end of December, Snow will
present his last Channel 4 News, having
spent 45 years working for its producer, ITN. Over his career he has
reported from the front lines on some
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Rebecca Reid

Jon Snow, synonymous
with Channel 4 News
for decades, is leaving.
Caitlin Danaher
discovers what he has
enjoyed the most

of the world’s biggest stories: the Iranian revolution, the fall of the Berlin
Wall, the war in Afghanistan. Not one
to be confined to a studio, he’s been
stopped by a death squad in El Salvador,
visited war-torn hospitals in Gaza and
nearly drowned in a boat alongside
Vietnamese refugees in the late 1970s.
The highlight of his reign at ITN? “Survival,” he nods.
As the titan of broadcast journalism
sits down beside me in the café at
ITN’s Gray’s Inn Road HQ, I admit that
I’ve been suffering from pre-interview
nerves. At 74, Snow is 50 years my
senior. As for his heavyweight status,
well, his response to my confession of
nerves is that he, too, felt wobbly
before interviewing Nelson Mandela.
It’s reassuring, then, that Snow reveals
he “knew nothing about television at
all” when he was taken on by ITN in
1976. He began his media career three
years earlier at LBC Radio, soon after
its launch.

Back then, says Snow, more than
half the job of being a television news
journalist was mastering the technology: shooting on film two inches wide,
spending three hours processing it,
editing by hand with a razor blade.
“It was a very, very slow, cumbersome
process. In contrast with today, when
you can have a bomb explosion in the
City, [you can] cycle down there to
beat all the traffic jams and film it,
come back and get on air in minutes,”
he says. “Of course, it did give you
time to think about the story. Now that
it’s so fast, almost instant, sometimes
it’s less easy to get hold of all the facts.”
Despite his analogue beginnings,
Snow is by no means a digital dinosaur. He prefers to read his papers (the
FT, The Guardian and The Times) online
and is also very active on Twitter. “The
digital age is an absolute boon to journalism. I think it has improved us all,”
he enthuses. “It has been a revolution
and I’ve been on deck for it.”

Jon Snow was ITN’s
Washington correspondent 1983-86

‘THE DIGITAL
AGE HAS BEEN
AN ABSOLUTE
BOON TO
JOURNALISM. IT
HAS IMPROVED
US ALL’
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ITN

While traditional news outlets grapple with the impact of social media,
Snow remains confident that traditional TV news will survive: “I don’t
think everyone believes everything
they see on the social network. I mean,
there’s a danger that an awful lot of
people do, but I think you need someone who, at the end of the day, will
provide some authoritative source to
check that all this stuff you’ve read
online is true. So, I don’t think we’ll
ever go out of business because social
media has usurped us.
“Interestingly, our audience figures
have not really changed in this period
of vast expansion for social media,”
Snow continues. “The biggest threat [to
journalism] is that people will come to
believe in some way that it can all be
done without a journalist. That would
be very, very worrying indeed.
“I do think you need someone who
can process what’s going on, who
knows how to check things, contact
people, cross contact other people to
check that what you’ve been told is
true. It’s not a straightforward trade.”
With the departure of Sky’s erstwhile political editor, Adam Boulton, at
the end of the year, and Andrew Marr
leaving the BBC, it’s undeniable that
change is afoot in the world of television journalism. Some believe the age
of social media has brought about the
death of the “voice of God” TV news
anchor. Yet the turbulence of the past
two years has shown that the relationship between an authoritative news
presenter and their audience has never
been more valued.
What sort of relationship does Snow
have with his audience? “Quite a trusting relationship, and I hope I’ve honoured that trust,” he says. “I hope that I
am a seeker after truth, and that I represent a mouthpiece of a very dependable organisation.”
Indeed, many have written to Snow
to say that he and his fellow Channel 4
News presenters have become part of
the family. “They sit down for a bit of
supper or to watch telly at 7:00pm and
we’re always there,” he says. “The
viewer can depend on the fact that we
will be there at that particular time
– you sustain a relationship.”
With characteristic self-deprecation,
he adds: “People have even written to
me saying they’ll miss me. That’s a hard
thing to believe, isn’t it?” It is not hard to
believe at all: alongside the flamboyant

ties and socks, Snow stands out as a
journalist because of his displays of
humanity. When reporting on the
Grenfell Tower fire, a story he describes
as “one of the most distressing stories
that I’ve worked on domestically”, his
evident emotion endeared him to
viewers rather than alienating them.
By contrast with his contemporaries,
the “rottweiler” John Humphrys or the
“bullish” Andrew Neil, Snow’s interview style has been described as
“tenacious” and “firm” but also “twinkly” and “mischievous”. He even managed to charm the Iron Lady.
“I got on really well with her in a
funny sort of way,” he reveals. “Ideologically, she thought I must be quite
suspect, but I think she liked me, in
fact.” In his office, a picture hangs over
his desk of Thatcher alongside a young
Jon Snow, which he’s captioned “Maggie and me”.
Snow will be the first to admit that,
as a public-school-educated white
man, he’s not exactly the picture of
cultural diversity that Channel 4 likes
to promote. Praising the diversity of
his news team, he says, “We’re certainly not all the same, by any means.
I’m probably the nobbiest. I’m the
poshest.”
Gesturing to Cathy Newman as she
exits the building, he jokes, “There
goes one of my co-presenters, you
should ask them what they think....
‘He’s an absolute arsehole!’”
Is he part of the Establishment? “If I
am, I’m part of the anti-Establishment
Establishment,” he responds with a
quick smile. “I mean, I should think I
probably am part of the Establishment.
But that doesn’t mean that I’m not
critical of the Establishment or keen to
diversify and make us all as representative of the people we serve as you
possibly can be.”
With the threat of privatisation
hanging over the broadcaster, Snow
fears that the economic demands of
Channel 4 News would be unjustifiable
in the eyes of a commercial owner if
one were to acquire Channel 4. “The
very considerable team and the regular
commitment that Channel 4 News represents would be seen as uneconomic
in the private sector. So, I would worry
for it,” he says. “I just don’t see that
they would a) think it was worthwhile
and b) think that it was the way to
generate popularity… in the nicest
possible way.” �
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� A staunch defender of the “wonderful institution” that is the BBC,
Snow believes that any government
looking to inflict major changes on it
does so at its peril. “I think we’re
incredibly lucky to have the BBC,” he
says. “If there was ever a threat from
anyone to the BBC, there’d be a lot of
trouble with the voters.”
Snow believes the diversity allowed
by two state-owned public service
broadcasters is crucial for guaranteeing truth. “I think the current mix is
pretty damn good. And I don’t know
any other country that has as good a
mix as we have. We should certainly
preserve it,” he says.
As for the potential “Foxification”
of British news that the arrival of GB
News might signal, Snow isn’t losing
any sleep over it. “I’ve not seen GB
News. I haven’t met anybody who
ever has,” he says. “I don’t lie in bed
at night worrying about GB News. I
think probably GB News worries itself
about the future of GB News.”
While he may be stepping back from
his duties on Channel 4 News, Snow is
by no means retiring. Alongside writing another book, the journalist hopes
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‘USE YOUR OWN
QUALITIES TO
UNDERSTAND
THE WORLD
YOU’RE
REPORTING’
to make some documentaries looking
at inequality for the channel.
“I don’t regard myself as retiring at
all. I’m still locked into Channel 4 for
one more year – I guess to ensure
that I didn’t go off and work for
someone else,” he says with a wry
smile. “But, yes, I’m still part of the
Channel 4 furniture. I might even try
to challenge Bake Off for an audience.”
Snow is a keen Bake Off fan: ‘Not
because I’m interested in cooking, but
because I’m actually interested in what
it reveals about human beings. You
find yourself laughing quite a lot, especially when things go wrong.”
Would he ever take part in the
show? “I think it’d be an unwise move.
If I’m reasonably good as a hack, I

would definitely be terrible as a cook,”
he jokes.
As a “reasonably good hack”, the
advice he offers to young journalists
is this: “Stay original, be yourself.
Don’t desert yourself. Use your own
qualities to understand the world
you’re reporting on, because you’ve
got lots of qualities.”
Snow has said that, to be a journalist,
you have to be an optimist. In a year
that has seen the pandemic rage on,
a climate crisis that appears insurmountable and the refugee crisis
worsening, is he still an optimist? “I
am, absolutely, 100%. Definitely. People are really good, fundamentally,” he
affirms. “I think the pandemic may
leave people thinking more about the
people they live among – I hope so.”
As more than three decades in front
of the camera at Channel 4 News draw
to a close, what will he miss most?
“I think it’s that community, not the
product, not the time, not the diary,
but the people. And I’ve never
worked in a place where there are
more rewarding people to be among,”
he says. “It’s a family, and great
grandpa is about to step off.” n

Channel 4

Jon Snow with his fellow
Channel 4 News presenters

The bedrock
of the BBC
Veteran journalist
Peter Taylor explains
why he believes that
impartiality, accuracy,
fairness and trust lie at
the heart of the BBC

In his stirring Steve Hewlett Memorial Lecture, “Integrity in television:
50 years through the lens”, award-
winning journalist Peter Taylor offered
a powerful defence of the BBC.
Before he began, Taylor paid tribute to Hewlett, a “former colleague
and friend, who produced two of the
films of which I am most proud: The
Maze: Enemies Within and Remember
Bloody Sunday. He was great to work
with. Tough minded, sharp and
meticulous.”

I

ntegrity in television…
[means] impartiality, accuracy, fairness and trust – the
principles that are the bedrock of the BBC and public
service broadcasting…. I will
explore these principles through the
lens of my 50 years as a reporter [then]
I will consider how they apply given
the challenges the BBC faces today,
not least in maintaining its integrity
in a hostile political environment…
Over 50 years, I have covered many
conflicts – from Vietnam to the miners’ strike, from the Middle East to
Iraq and WMD, from Al Qaeda to Isis,
and from the secret state to smoking
– but it is to the Irish conflict that my
lens has always returned…
Integrity… and BBC guidelines
oblige us to reflect the reality of
events and not to overly sanitise our
reporting. When conducting interviews… I did them to explore and
question the motivation for their
actions. The “Mujad” – the jihadist
Salim Boukari was radicalised by
seeing the suffering of Palestinians in
the West Bank and Gaza and Muslims
in Chechyna… Jim Light murdered an
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BBC

Peter Taylor OBE
outside Stormont
in Northern Ireland
innocent Catholic to get the nationalist community to put pressure on the
IRA to stop the killing.
In Northern Ireland, I did feel an
obligation to fairness and accuracy, to
reflect all sides of the story – which I
did at the turn of the century in my
BBC trilogy, Provos, Loyalists and Brits
– exploring all three sides of the Irish
conflict. And I could only make those
programmes because of trust on all
sides…
It took years to establish trust in
Northern Ireland…. These bitter divisions place an even heavier responsibility on journalists, with each side of
the divide, metaphorically, ready to
shoot the messengers for the news
– whether they report for the BBC,
ITV, Channel 4 or Sky. And the BBC
is first in the political firing line…
despite the fact that the BBC is, by far
and away, the most trusted broadcaster for news, countering the
osmotic and potentially corrosive
effect of social media…
The freedom and the independence of the BBC and its journalism
are challenged by endemic hostility
to it in some quarters of today’s �
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Bloody Sunday: integrity under fire

‘B

loody Sunday marks the bookends of my career. My coverage
began in 1972 and will continue
[in] January with a documentary for
Radio 4 to mark the 50th anniversary
of that dreadful day…
‘Impartiality, accuracy, fairness and
trust were all required to interpret the
killings, whose repercussions continue
today, with the victims still demanding
justice.
Where did truth lie? One side, Catholics and Nationalists, were telling me
that innocent civil rights marchers had
been shot dead in cold blood by British
paratroopers, while the other side, the
Paras, insisted they had come under
intensive fire from the IRA.
‘At the time, and over the decades
that followed, fairness meant letting
both sides give their own account of
what happened.
‘Bloody Sunday was a supreme
test. Fairness – to both sides. Impartiality – not favouring one version of
events over the other. And trust – the
vital ingredient of getting people to
talk. I interrogated both sides and left
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viewers to make up their own minds…
‘When I reviewed my coverage of
Bloody Sunday two years ago for my
documentary, My Journey Through the
Troubles, I was criticised in some quarters for expressing what appeared to
be a personal view.’
[In the documentary, Taylor said: ‘If
I’d been a teenager that day on Bloody
Sunday, I probably would have joined
the IRA. I would have considered taking
that final step.’]
‘My remarks were controversial but I
don’t believe they breached the BBC’s
cardinal principle of “due impartiality”
or that they undermined the BBC’s
integrity. I used the personal analogy to
try to bring home to viewers the powerful emotions and visceral anger that
led so many young men and women to
join the IRA.
‘Given the requirements of “due
impartiality” – and relying on my experience and judgement, having covered
the conflict for so many years – I
considered my remarks “adequate and
appropriate”, given the circumstances.’
Peter Taylor

� Conservative Party – echoed by its
supporters on the ground and in the
media. The hostility is held to be institutional – against the idea of a publicly
funded, public service broadcaster
– and ideological, when it comes to the
licence fee, which some politicians see
as an unwarranted and unwanted tax…
Director-General Tim Davie has
faced a Herculean task in steadying the
ship, restoring morale and letting the
Government know that the BBC hears
what it says. His “10-point impartiality
plan” and other measures designed to
enshrine the BBC’s values are intended
to send a message to the DCMS – the
body that will set the licence fee next
April – that the BBC’s house is being
put in order…
The culture secretary, Nadine Dorries,
has accused the BBC of snobbery and of
a kind of “group think” that excludes
working-class people. Again, I beg to
differ. I was brought up in a council
house in Yorkshire. Our spoons were
not silver – and I went to a state school.
The BBC that I know and see today
is not elitist, or sexist or racist –
although there are others who would
challenge this. It embraces all genders
and ethnicities – and has done more
to reflect the society of which it is a
part. It is unrecognisable from the BBC
I began working for over 40 years ago.
Crucial, though, impartiality is what
underpins the BBC – and makes it
central to our freedom and democracy
– is its independence of government…
Without its independence… the BBC
risks becoming a mouthpiece for whoever holds the keys to No 10.
If that independence is sacrificed, a
vital cornerstone of our democracy
dies with it. And the BBC isn’t the only
public service broadcaster at risk.
There are concerns, too, about Channel 4’s independence if plans to privatise it bear fruit…
In the end, integrity in television
– impartiality, accuracy, fairness and
trust – depend on independence. We
can no longer take the BBC’s existence
for granted. It is engaged in a life or
death struggle, which those at the helm
know they have to win. The fact is, the
Government holds the purse strings
and sets the licence fee on which the
BBC depends.
Without adequate funding, the BBC
simply cannot compete and, in the long
term, risks being suffocated by the
bottomless billions of the streaming
giants. Despite financial restrictions,
BBC documentaries are still outstanding

QUESTION
& ANSWER
Q
A

What has been lost over
your 50 years in TV?
I regret losing the financial
backing that we had in the
1970s… ITV was making shed
loads of money, which it was
investing in programmes such
as This Week, World in Action and
The World at War. Also, in those
days things were much simpler…
it was much easier to get a commission because you knew the
people you were working with
and where the chain of command went – today it’s much
more complicated.

Ireland after Partition
– I’m thinking of programmes such as
Blair & Brown and Once Upon a Time in
Iraq. The BBC’s rivals also make many
outstanding documentaries, such as
ITV’s Storming the Capitol and Channel
4’s The Cult of Conspiracy: QAnon…
But the real world in which the BBC
now operates is painful. Budgets are
cut, morale is low, hundreds of journalists are being made redundant,
retiring or leaving – many of them the
most senior and experienced journalists. Esmé Wren, the much-admired
editor of Newsnight, is saying goodbye
to become editor of Channel 4 News,
while John Humphrys, Eddie Mair,
Carrie Gracie, John Pienaar, Simon
McCoy, Mark Mardell, David Shukman
and many others have already gone.
It’s a worrying haemorrhage of
vast experience and authority. Fran
Unsworth, the director of news and
current affairs, is leaving, too, after
40 years, having had the unenviable
task of grasping the poisoned chalice
of overseeing 450 job cuts and savings
of £80m…
Let us hope that, in the strained
political climate, the BBC’s editorial
processes – with their detailed monitoring and assessment of output
against a panoply of protocols – is not
the harbinger of a Big Brother culture,

induced by political pressure. Thank
goodness we’re not China, where its
200,000 accredited journalists have to
take 90 hours of continued education
to make sure they are “politically firm
and professionally excellent”.
The BBC will be 100 years old next
October. It’s one of the nation’s crown
jewels, embodying the principles of
Lord Reith, and admired and envied
the world over. The loss will only be
felt once it has gone…
I accept the TV landscape – on
which I first set foot, half a century ago,
as an inexperienced young researcher
– has changed beyond recognition.
Change is inevitable and necessary to
ensure the BBC’s survival.
The BBC is central to our freedoms
and the health of our democracy –
underpinned by the values I’ve tried to
reflect in my 50 years through the lens
– the component parts of integrity:
impartiality, accuracy, fairness and
trust. n
This is an edited version of the Steve
Hewlett Memorial Lecture 2021, ‘Integrity
in television: 50 years through the lens’,
delivered by Peter Taylor at the University
of Westminster on 15 December. It was
hosted by the RTS and The Media Society.
Report By Matthew Bell.
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BBC

Q
A

And what has improved?

Diversity…. When I look
around the BBC today… it is
unrecognisable from the BBC of
1980 when I started working for
[it] and I welcome that.

Q
A

Does the same appetite
still exist for shining a
light in dark corners?
The appetite is there. I
think the problem is getting [commissioners] to go with
programmes which are not
necessarily going to get high
ratings…. There is a hard core of
the licence-fee-paying public
who want to watch programmes
that challenge, which are controversial…. There is an appetite
for investigative journalism.

Q
A

Have you built relation
ships with interviewees?
Many of the people, on all
sides of the conflict, I’ve got
to know well… we’ve actually
become friends. They’re not all
on my Christmas card list but,
when I go over to Northern Ireland, the relationship continues.
It continues because they trust
me and I trust them.
It took years and years and
years to build up that trust. Once
you lose that trust, you’re finished…. It’s a heavy responsibility
to keep on side with both sides.
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Esther Rantzen recalls the toe-curling sexism
she endured before establishing herself as one
of the BBC’s most successful broadcasters

That’s Esther!

I

t is staggering to think that, in
the 1960s, one of Esther
Rantzen’s first TV appearances
in a trailblazing career was
during a debate about whether
a woman could ever read the
news. “It took another 15 years before
Angela Rippon read the BBC news in
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1975, followed by Anna Ford on ITN in
1978,” she noted in her RTS London
Christmas Lecture.
Now Dame Esther Rantzen registered a few TV firsts herself in the
intervening 55 years. As she put it: “I
was there when some of the glass
ceilings were broken through. Indeed,

some of the fragments are still stuck in
my skull.”
Her captivating speech – often
funny, always frank, and as eloquent as
one would expect from a seasoned pro
– offered a revealing, on-the-ground
account of the workplaces she experienced before 1973, when she earned
her rightful place as host of That’s Life!.
It was a role she kept for the next
21 years. Along with Rantzen’s charity
ChildLine, it helped her to become one
of the most respected and trusted
people in British broadcasting.
It was this reputation that led to the
former BBC One controller Bill Cotton
inviting her to apply for that very job
in the 1980s, when he ran BBC Television. That she didn’t take it was the
one regret of her career, she revealed:
“I sometimes wonder whether the
glass ceiling that we women complain
about can be self-induced by our own
built-in fear of failure. I might have
been the first woman controller of
that channel.
“I turned him down out of fear that
I would fail.
“I knew it was a huge job, very
time-consuming. I knew it would
mean I could no longer chair ChildLine. My husband [the journalist and
BBC head of features Desmond Wilcox] told me I would miss that, and I
would miss programme-making
because I’d certainly also have had to
abandon my first baby, That’s Life!
“In the series of That’s Life! that followed me turning down that offer, we
investigated a school called Crookham
Court, which was owned by a paedophile, who employed paedophile
teachers. So it was an important series,
but… the main reason, the one I didn’t
admit to, was fear of failure on my
part. What a wimp.”
The decision wasn’t easy to make.
Rantzen admitted that she entered
Cotton’s office with two envelopes in
her handbag, “and I didn’t know which
one I was going to pull out. One of them
said, ‘How lovely, thank you so much’,
and the other one said, ‘How kind, but
no’. I put my hand in that handbag and
I pulled out the ‘How kind but no’.
“I think Desmond was right about
me, that I love the stuff of programme-
making. I love the immediate communication with viewers. I love the
challenge of getting the story right.
“Also, it occurred to me recently that
there are some people who are very
good performers and communicators
who should never go into management.
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argued, negate the content of his interview with Diana, Princess of Wales.
“I’m concerned now about the way
Diana has been portrayed as having
such fragile mental health that she told
Bashir things she would never have
said if he hadn’t frightened her into it,”
said Rantzen. “I’m sure that when she
gave that interview she knew what she
was doing because she’d already said
those things in the book she dictated
three years before the Panorama interview. I believe she
was absolutely determined
to tell her side of the story
against, for instance, the
advice I know she was given
by her friend [the late writer
and broadcaster] Clive James.
“To me, as a woman,
Diana is still the victim of
the sexism and prejudice
that means that what she
actually said about her life is
being dismissed, and there
are now attempts to lock
away the interview that she
was determined to give. In
our haste to blame Bashir,
let’s not silence her this long
after her tragic death.”
Storytelling has been at
the centre of Rantzen’s
journalism. She reminded
documentarians and presenters to keep their subjects
and their stories at the heart
of their work, especially
when it involves those who
lack a voice.
While the internet can
help to disseminate information, social media’s inability to always distinguish
between truth and falsehood leads to problems, she
explained in her conclusion:
“We have got to demand
protection against these lies. We’ve got
to make sure that journalism hangs on
to ethical standards.
“We must find ways to detect and
prohibit attempts to fudge the truth.
Except that maybe we should invent a
new filter for cameras to eradicate
wrinkles,” she said with a smile. “That
will do wonders for old ladies on our
screens. Maybe then they’ll be allowed
to read the news.” n
The People

Time has had little effect on Rantzen,
Management means that you’ve got to
who most recently presented the podsee whether someone two doors down
is having a party against the rules,
cast That’s After Life!, and hosts a weekly
doesn’t it?” she said, taking a swipe at
show with her daughter Rebecca for
controversial Downing Street Christmas
BBC Radio London. She spoke of feelparties recently revealed to have been
ing 28 rather than nearly 82, and
held during lockdown. “It means that
there’s certainly no apparent diminuyou’ve got to make sure that you are
tion in her vivacity.
following the rather annoying detailed
On the barriers faced by women
regulations, and that isn’t the same as
in TV today, she noted that “no self-
being a terrific communicator.”
respecting producer or editor would
The journey from studio
manager to candidate for BBC
One controller was beset by
systemic misogyny. “Women’s role in television was to
be a handmaiden,” Rantzen
recalled. “We made the tea,
the coffee, typed the letters,
made the research calls, but
never directed a crew.”
When she started, decades
before the #MeToo movement, “we female studio
managers were browsed
upon by directors and actors
and contributors,” she said. “It
wasn’t violent or frightening.
I just brushed them off like
midges or occasionally let
one settle and bite.”
Rantzen paid tribute to
those who supported
women and helped her rise
through the ranks, such as
Joanna Spicer, Ned Sherrin,
Tony Whitby – and, of
course, her husband, Wilcox.
“Talented women from all
over the BBC sought refuge
in his department, where at
last they could work on
equal terms and were given
the opportunities they
Esther Rantzen with
deserved,” she said.
her late husband,
But never one to shy away
Desmond Wilcox
from telling her truth, she
also gently noted those who
stood by the order of the day, such as
think of creating a programme without
[head of BBC TV news and current
women in it or ethnic minorities and
affairs] Grace Wyndham Goldie (“Yes,
people with disabilities and every
ladies, women can be misogynist”) and
sexual taste and size and shape. Just
Nationwide editor Michael Bunce, who
have a look at Naked Attraction if you
went on to run the RTS.
doubt me. Although I’m still waiting
Derrick Amoore, the last editor of
for my invitation to the celebrity vercurrent affairs programme Tonight, was
sion of that.”
“one of the brilliant young men at that
Yet equal pay remains inconsistent,
time” but one who told her, “– and
and “you still won’t find a woman over
you’ll have to forgive me if his words
the age of 60 reading the news, so
offend anyone – ‘Your problem is,
that’s still a barrier to cross”.
Esther, that I like working with people
There is also the issue of listening to
with bits that stick out and I don’t
women when they speak out – which
understand people with holes.’ Pretty
is why the way Martin Bashir obtained
memorable, you must agree.”
his Panorama scoop shouldn’t, she

Report by Shilpa Ganatra. The RTS London
Christmas Lecture was given by Dame
Esther Rantzen on 9 December. The producer was Phil Barnes.
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Grayson’s Art Club

Great TV, but is it art?

L

ockdown left its mark on
TV coverage of the arts:
Sky Arts went free-to-air,
while Channel 4 scored a
zeitgeist hit with Grayson’s
Art Club and the BBC gave
us its Culture in Quarantine initiative.
But are we really living through a
golden age of arts on TV? This was the
question posed by an enthralling RTS
discussion chaired by Tim Marlow, CEO
and director of the Design Museum
– himself a one-time presenter of
Channel 5 arts shows. The panel
boasted arts commissioners from the
BBC, Channel 4 and Sky Arts and the
co-founder and CEO of Marquee TV,
the performance arts streaming service.
Sky Arts, which took down its paywall in September 2020, offers viewers
a wide range of arts shows across rock,
pop and classical music, dance, architecture, the visual arts and more. “Our
passion is to bring arts to everyone,”
said Sky Arts commissioning editor
Barbara Lee. “Our programmes are
very diverse and so is our audience.
We’re the only dedicated arts channel,
so we have a huge audience to serve.
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The arts are everywhere
on TV. But is it a golden
age? An RTS London
debate sifts the
evidence
“We know people don’t come to sit on
the channel all night. They come to find
the things that they like. We do every
thing from Glyndebourne to grime.…
There’s something for everyone.”
Tent-pole shows such as Portrait Artist
of the Year attract big audiences. The
aim has been to foster more participation in the arts and promote inclusivity
and thus represent a diversity of voices
from across the UK, explained Lee.
Audiences respond to niche programmes, not least the Bafta-winning
Life & Rhymes, a socially distanced celebration of the spoken word, hosted by
Benjamin Zephaniah. “Shows like this
aren’t going to hit a million but that’s
not going to bother us. We’re not commercially driven,” said Lee.
Simon Walker, who runs Marquee

TV, said there was a market for a dedicated global brand focused on the
performing arts and culture on-
demand. While his platform is in its
start-up phase and his budget a fraction of the broadcasters in the room,
Walker’s Marquee is rising fast. “We
have subscribers in 120 countries, so
we’ve obviously tapped into something,” he said. “We are unashamedly
about performing arts and work closely
with arts organisations to help them do
digital, and also commission works
that will go on tour.”
Controversially, Walker thought that
viewers didn’t want more choice but
rather “better things” – and “a hand
to guide them through”, especially for
“people who don’t know their arias
from their elbows”. He added: “We’re
trying to make Marquee a brand that is
your ultimate arts companion. It is
digital first and content-led but it could
be more than that.” For instance, Marquee Premium members get discounts
on theatre tickets and even travel.
At Channel 4, commissioning editor
Shaminder Nahal revealed that she had
been somewhat surprised by the impact

At the BBC, commissioning editor
Mark Bell said that arts documentaries
could themselves be an art form. He
recalled being inspired to work in TV
after seeing such programmes as the
1996 Arena classic The Burger and the
King, the inventive film that examined
Elvis Presley’s addiction to junk food.

working out how best to deliver that,”
explained Bell. “When you look at the
audiences that keep coming back to
BBC One, a programme such as Fake
or Fortune? does very well. It’s a programme that isn’t a pure arts programme in the traditional sense but
brings television storytelling to stories

‘AT ITS BEST, [TV]
MAKES A CASE
FOR THE ARTS’

about art. At the other end of the range
are pure arts documentaries driven by
artists or about artists. I think it is
about doing a range of things.”
Yet, even in an on-demand age, the
linear-TV window remains important
for arts TV, as Art Club demonstrated.
“The thing I loved the most about
Grayson’s Art Club was that it was on at
8:00pm on a weekday night and, for
those who loved it, it was an event,”
said Nahal.
“We’d get over 1 million people
tweeting while they watched it and
chatting to one another on Facebook. It
was appointment to view. To me, it felt
amazing to have an arts programme
work at 8:00pm. It was something that
we at Channel 4 hadn’t done for a long
time.” Bell concurred: “I agree with
Shaminder that broadcast is still the
main event. Without the broadcast it’s
just a drop.” n

Paul Hampartsoumian

of Grayson’s Art Club on audiences
housebound thanks to the pandemic.
The show started as “quite a small
idea” developed by Neil Crombie at
Swan Films, who had worked on all of
Grayson Perry’s previous TV programmes. By halfway through series 1,
the public’s enormous response to the

From left: Simon Walker,
Shaminder Nahal, Tim Marlow,
Barbara Lee and Mark Bell
show, which is co-presented by Perry’s
wife, Philippa, was clear: 10,000 people
sent in their artwork made during
lockdown to be appraised by the
cross-dressing potter. There has also
been a hugely popular exhibition
based on the show, staged first at Manchester Art Gallery and now at Bristol
Museum & Art Gallery.
“Art Club grew beyond a TV show.… It
started to ask lots of other questions
about what arts TV is for and how it can
help us, and where we go from here.
“That can sound a bit pretentious, but
it genuinely did help a lot of people who
were struggling in lockdown. It felt like
we were unwrapping lots of feelings
and shared experiences that felt new.”
She added: “When you ask, ‘Is it a
golden period for TV arts?’, I think it is
a golden period for how we think
about art and TV in art. It’s an interesting challenge. We’ll all have to try and
come up with some answers.” Nahal
promised “some amazing shows that
will tell us profound things about what
we’ve been through”, as (hopefully) the
worst of the health crisis in the UK
moved into the rear-view mirror.

He said: “TV arts programmes are
more than a conduit between the arts
and the audience. Television-makers
do something quite special. Television
is an art form… and, at its best, what it
does is to make a case for the arts, it
humanises the arts and does all sorts
of different things in different ways
that electrify the arts in an almost
alchemical way.”
But with BBC Four – once a beacon
for arts programmes – strapped for
cash, the corporation’s priorities in the
cultural arena are evolving. As Marlow
pointed out, it’s a long way from the
days of The Late Show, the eclectic fivenights-a-week, post-11:00pm BBC Two
arts magazine hosted by the likes of
Tracey MacLeod and Michael Ignatieff
in the 1990s.
“Nowadays, we’re more focused on
iPlayer than channels and we’re
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Report by Steve Clarke. ‘Are we living
through a golden age of arts on TV?’
was an RTS event held in central London
on 17 November. The producer was
Phil Barnes.
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N

ewsreaders are necessarily calm and
rarely ruffled. Until,
in the case of ITV
News heavyweight
Julie Etchingham,
they get to interview their teen hero,
Simon Le Bon of Duran Duran. “I was
so flummoxed – I’d been such a teenage fan that I couldn’t actually get a
sentence out. I made a complete fool
of myself,” she admitted.
Etchingham, who was talking at an
RTS Devon and Cornwall event in
November, went on to identify general
election leaders’ debates as her most
terrifying on-screen experiences. The
worst was her first, the unprecedented
seven-way debate in 2015.
“I had countless sleepless nights
trying to prep that, because you had to
be across all the different manifestos
[and] political characters,” she said. “It
was, quite frankly, utterly, utterly terrifying. I’ve done quite a lot of them since
and they never lose the terror factor.”
Etchingham, twice named RTS Presenter of the Year, fronts ITV’s News at
Ten and current affairs show Tonight.
She picked Theresa May and Gordon
Brown as the toughest prime ministers
to interview.
Recalling the moment when May
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From news junkie
to news anchor
Julie Etchingham, twice
named RTS Presenter
of the Year, reveals the
toughest politicians
to interview
said the naughtiest thing she had ever
done was to “run through fields of
wheat” as a child, a revelation that led
to a great deal of mockery, Etchingham
said: “I had no idea that it would take
off in the way it did. She was challenging to interview because she’s so private…. She’s an introvert in a world of
extroverts at Westminster.
“It was very difficult to interview
Gordon Brown because he could just
reel off statistics and facts,” she recalled.
“You could have had a conversation
with him five minutes before that [and
he] would have been very chatty, very
personable… but literally as soon as the
camera came on, this… juggernaut of
stats would come at you.”
Etchingham was a news junkie from
an early age. “I kept a diary from the
age of six and, the older I got, the more
news cuttings I was keeping [from her
hometown newspaper, the Leicester
Mercury],” she recalled. At 13, her mother

suggested she might make a journalist,
which Etchingham described as a
“light-bulb moment”.
She did work experience at the
Leicester Mercury, BBC Radio Leicester
and a local independent radio station
around the time of her GCSEs. Then, in
her sixth form, Etchingham worked on
a BBC Radio Leicester Sunday-morning
show, where, “bit by bit, they let me
loose on the equipment. I learnt how
to go out and do an interview and edit,
which involved bits of tape, razor blades
and Sellotape – it was properly back in
the ark.”
Etchingham studied English at Cambridge, winning a place on the BBC’s
regional journalist training scheme,
before starting a four-year stint presenting Newsround in 1994. “It was such
an honour to do that job because you
had the responsibility of unpacking
and explaining an increasingly complex world to a young audience,” she
said. “Back then, it was things like the
Northern Ireland peace process, stuff
that most adults find challenging to
keep up with.”
The young presenter went on to
work in newsrooms at the BBC, Sky
and ITV, so is now well placed to weigh
up their strengths: “The Beeb has an
enormous breadth and depth, purely

Report by Matthew Bell. Julie Etchingham
was in conversation with Mike Baker,
a senior lecturer at Plymouth Marjon
University. The RTS Devon and Cornwall
event was held on 17 November.

Julie Etchingham hosted the
ITV leaders’ debate during
the 2019 general election

QUESTION
& ANSWER
Q
A

How do you break into
broadcast journalism?
Julie Etchingham: Everyone
needs meaningful work
experience – you’ve got to
push to [get into] a professional
journalistic outfit that will give you
an insight, support and, hopefully,
a leg up into the industry. You’ve
got so many ways to try things out
now: you can blog; you can host
a podcast; you can write.… And,
crucially, start making contacts.

Q
A

Should young journalists
push themselves?
You need to be courageous
and not be afraid of failure,
because you will get pushbacks….
Unless you push yourself out of
your comfort zone, how will you
ever know what your potential is?

Q
A

Is there a set path into
broadcast journalism?
There are so many different
routes…. You want to draw on
people’s expertise, stories, places,
countries or cultures – that’s why
it’s so vital that we have diversity
in newsrooms, otherwise we are
not holding up a mirror to society.
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because of the size of the organisation,
but that can also be cumbersome,
because sometimes it takes longer to
take decisions when covering stories.
“One of the things I’ve come to
appreciate over the years, certainly at
Sky News and ITV News, is that a smaller
team can be more fleet of foot.
“[At] ITV News, we have a very different approach in terms of presentation
styles. This isn’t to say that the BBC
isn’t warm and friendly, because it is…
but ITV News very deliberately [has] a
more relaxed, conversational, warmer
style than our oppos at the BBC.”
She added: “The key to ITV News
and ITN has always been eyewitness
[reporting].” The storming of the US
Capitol building in Washington DC by
supporters of President Trump offered a
recent example. “Robert Moore and his
team have been rightly showered with
awards for their coverage – he was right
in there, with the protesters as they
stormed the Capitol… it was quintessential ITN/ITV News eyewitness reporting.”
The past couple of years have been
tough for news journalists and Etching
ham warned: “You do need to think
quite carefully about the impact on
your mental health of how you manage
this job. When I started out, there was
no such thing as social media… you
could step back from the job a little.
“We’ve all struggled with it in the
past 18 months in particular, because
we’ve just been steeped in this [corona-
virus] crisis, and that came hot on the
heels of Brexit and the 2019 general
election.… Burnout… is a real danger.
I’ve seen it, and I’ve been pretty close
to it myself.”
Newsrooms have got better at looking after their staff, but Etchingham
said: “You can’t avoid the intensity [of
the job]. There are sacrifices that you
make and, actually, more important
to mention, there are a lot of sacrifices
that your family makes.”
Etchingham was working for Sky
News when the Boxing Day tsunami
hit in 2004: “My son was just coming
up to two and… I got told to get to the
airport – I was off to Thailand. I literally handed my husband the baby, not
knowing when I was coming back. You
need your partners, friends and families
to get through this job sometimes.” n

Q
A

Do you have any
interviewing tips?
Know your audience, do
your prep, and then have the
confidence to be fleet of foot. The
crucial thing is listen, listen, listen,
in case they lob something in that
you have to pick up and react to.

Q
A

How do you recover from
mistakes?
I’ve made plenty.… If you’ve
made a factual error, clearly
your first responsibility is to correct
it as fast as humanly possible.…
People do understand that mistakes
happen in live broadcasting,
[although] social media is so
unbelievably unforgiving.

Q
A

Is it now easier for women to
get into broadcast journalism?
Things have changed enor
mously for women in news
in the 30 years that I’ve worked
in it.
It’s not perfect by any means,
particularly the treatment of
women on social media… but, in
terms of boots on the ground, there
are a lot more of us and a lot more
in management.

Q
A

How do you remain
politically neutral?
Politics has been feverish, it’s
been polarised and divisive….
We’ve all got our views, but you
have to leave them at the door.
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Getty Images

The FA Women’s Super
League cup final on
5 December 2021:
Chelsea beat Arsenal 3-0

Sport in the mixer

I

t’s more of a trickle than a flood,
but live sport is returning to
free-to-air television. Women’s
football, cricket’s new The Hundred competition and, most
recently, Super League rugby
have all signed deals that give terrestrial
TV the right to show some live matches.
Super League rugby games will air
on free-to-air TV for the first time in
the competition’s history in 2022 after
a two-year deal was agreed with
Channel 4. Sky Sports will show the
overwhelming majority of fixtures,
while Channel 4 will show 10 games.
Rugby League has been hit hard by
Covid-19 and it is looking for new
supporters to shore up its finances.
Emerging sports – and none is growing quicker than women’s football –
want to increase their fan base, while
some established sports, such as cricket,
desperately need younger followers,
both to play and watch the game.
The answer for all three sports
appears to be a mixed TV economy,
balancing the money from pay-TV’s
deeper pockets with the greater exposure offered by terrestrial TV. The latter, argued a top-notch panel of sport
experts at a recent RTS event, can
boost audiences and grassroots
participation.
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The RTS hears how
sport’s mixed TV
economy is helping to
drive record audiences
to sports such as
women’s football
Women’s football is “a success story
but it’s only just beginning”, argued
Dawn Airey, Chair of the Barclays FA
Women’s Super League and former
Channel 5 CEO. “We want young
women to see that you can play football at a very high level and make a
really good career out of it.
“The turning point was the 2019
World Cup, when England played the
US and 12.5 million people tuned in
and people suddenly realised that
these are really terrific athletes playing
a fantastic game of football.
“Women’s football is on the cusp
of being a very, very, very significant
industry, and that’s got to be good
because it’s also going to result in…
getting younger women more active.”
Free-to-air access, she said, was
“absolutely critical”, adding that women’s football had to balance “revenue

and reach. We need to drive money
into the game but we absolutely want
engagement, and to get engagement
you need that free-to-air opportunity.”
Women’s Super League matches are
shown live on Sky Sports, the BBC and
the FA Player in a three-year deal,
which began this season.
“Women’s football is the single biggest growth sport in the country bar
none, male or female. The growth is
extraordinary,” said Philip Bernie, head
of TV for BBC Sport. “This year alone
on the BBC, [women’s football] has
reached nearly 8 million – and about
90% of those viewers have not watched
[it] before.
“A couple of years ago, there was an
element from broadcasters of, ‘Oh, it’s
something we should be doing – it’s a
good look’,” said Eddie Hearn, Chair of
Matchroom Sport. “But, over the years,
it has developed into a very valuable
set of TV rights, and also the quality
has improved significantly.”
Matchroom has many women’s
world champions on its books, including Ireland’s Katie Taylor, the former
footballer turned boxer, who landed
gold at the London Olympics. “There
are so many great female fighters and
it’s a big part of what we do now, but
it’s sitting there on its own merit,”

audience of 17.5 million for Anthony
Joshua against Tyson Fury, and they
wanted to pay the equivalent rights fee
generated across pay-to-view, it would
be an easy decision for a rights holder.
“It’s a given that the exposure given
to a sport is less when it’s behind a
paywall… [but] I don’t think it has
affected the sport in terms of its participation levels. Stars are what drives
participation levels at grassroots, people such as Anthony Joshua.”

those.… Sporting events of that size still
attract young audiences to linear-TV.”
Looking at the current state of the
sports rights market, Bernie agreed with
Georgiou: “It’s obviously very competitive, but it has been for a long time, and
a mixed economy works pretty well.”
Georgiou noted that sport was one of
the few genres to remain an “appointment to view”. It was valuable because
it guaranteed “a tune-in audience at a
particular time”. Rights holders wanted

Andrew Georgiou, President of sports
at Discovery, argued that sport gains
from a mixed TV economy. Across
Europe, Discovery worked with free-
to-air broadcasters and boosted audiences for the Tokyo Olympics: “375 million unique Europeans engaged with
the Olympics, 200 million of those were
on PSBs… Discovery’s own platforms
added 175 million extra viewers.”
Attracting younger audiences to live
sport, though, is trickier. Airey said:
“We look at Gen Z and we know that
they want short clips and are very
unlikely to sit and necessarily watch a
whole match.”
Bernie recognised that sport needed
to “maximise [its] value on digital and
social… that’s where younger people
are spending their time in terms of
media”. But the biggest sporting events
attract massive audiences – 31 million
(25 million on BBC One; 6 million on
ITV) watched Italy defeat England in
the Euros final in July 2021. “Huge
numbers of young people watched

to maximise value, he said, but needed
to strike a balance: “If you’re an
emerging sport, trying to maximise
value by putting yourself behind a very
narrow paywall… you can suffocate
your sport before you’ve even begun.
“The idea that, just by having your
content on an OTT platform such as
Discovery+ is sufficient to attract the
maximum audience,… is old-school
thinking.… We [use] free-to-air broadcast to help promote audiences and
awareness around what we have in
digital because we know digital platforms… are narrower.”
The best example of that “ever”, suggested Airey, was Match of the Day, which
promotes live Premier League matches
shown on Sky, BT Sport and Amazon
Prime Video. n

Mark Robinson/Matchroom Boxing

said Hearn. “Female fights are driving
audiences and subscriptions, putting
bums on seats… that’s what really gives
longevity across women’s sport.”
Women’s football is not the only
sport to benefit from free-to-air exposure. Bernie highlighted netball, which
has attracted almost 300,000 more
women to the game in recent years
(encouraged by TV coverage, according
to England Netball), and The Hundred.
The new cricket format for men and

Anthony Joshua (left)
vs Kubrat Pulev in
December 2020
women’s teams, which aired on Sky
Sports and the BBC over the summer,
pulled in 16.1 million viewers, more
than half of whom had not watched
any live English Cricket Board matches
in 2021.
Matchroom Sport works with sports
streaming giant DAZN to put on fights
across the world, avoiding the need to
strike deals with broadcasters territory
by territory. “The global vision of
DAZN and, of course, the rights fees
that it was willing to pay… was, for us,
as a business, too compelling,” said
Hearn. “Our plan for the boxing business is a true global look.”
Boxing was once a mainstay of terrestrial television; an audience of
17.5 million on ITV watched Chris
Eubank and Nigel Benn fight out a
draw in 1993. But Hearn said he had a
duty to seek out the highest purses for
his stable of boxers: “That’s not possible [from] rights generated through a
PSB or from a terrestrial broadcaster. If
it was and we could generate an
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Report by Matthew Bell. ‘Paywalls and
PSBs: A new dawn for sport on TV?’ was
an RTS event held on 29 November. It was
chaired by sports presenter Mina Rzouki
and produced by David Amodio.
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RTS LONDON l RTS SCOTLAND

A nations and regions RTS event focuses on
how every part of the industry is attempting
to cut carbon emissions

TV’s green pledges
move up a gear

T

he year 2021 is likely to
be seen in future as the
point when UK broadcasters and producers
finally got serious about
mitigating their impact
on climate change.
From practical steps to shift production on to a sustainable footing to
weaving environmental issues into
storytelling and helping audiences to
understand what’s at stake – all formalised in the Climate Content Pledge
announced at Cop26 – TV’s green ambitions have never been more apparent.
A joint RTS London and RTS Scotland event, “Behind the scenes: Sustainability and TV”, discussed these
and related issues in a wide-ranging
debate held the week after the Cop26
climate summit ended in Glasgow.
The audience heard how BBC Scotland had recently started to use electric vehicles for its reporters. “We need
to lead by example in the changes that
we make,” said Kevin Keane, environment and transport correspondent at
BBC Scotland News. “If we can demonstrate that we’re making the news
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sustainably and continue to do a lot of
interviews online, rather than doing
them on location, I think people will sit
up and take notice.
“Here, there is no desire to return to
that more carbon-intensive way of
news gathering. Sending a crew on a
150-mile round trip to get a 15-second
interview for a news package no
longer makes sense.” One can only
hope that other newsrooms follow suit.
Keane said that, when he made a
pre-Cop26 documentary for BBC Scotland earlier in the year, he deliberately
set out to empower audiences by highlighting how lifestyle choices could
reduce individuals’ carbon footprints.
Chloe Fletcher, a sustainability data
scientist at BBC R&D, has examined the
environmental impact of the different
media services the BBC provides. For
every platform, she found that the
devices in people’s homes used more
energy than the BBC’s distribution
chain. Overall, home equipment
(including mobile phones) accounted
for more than 90% of the total energy
use related to the BBC’s activities.
This was counter-intuitive since TV

transmitters are usually thought of as
being big, power-hungry towers on
hills compared with TV sets and settop boxes. But when you add up their
total contributions, it’s the latter that
are most energy intensive.
Moreover, a transmitter network uses
the same amount of power regardless
of how many people are viewing –
unlike, say, iPlayer, which consumes
more energy as more people watch.
In terms of energy use per hour,
satellite, cable and IPTV are all very
similar – terrestrial TV needs less
energy because it does not require a
set-top box. Recently, however, set-top
boxes have become more energy efficient, while TV sets are using more
power because many households have
bought bigger screens with higher
picture resolution. “We’re trying to
come together as an industry to see
how we can address this trend,” said
Fletcher.
One myth she exploded was that
streaming generates large amounts of
carbon – a report in 2019 suggested
that streaming produced the equivalent of 3.2kg of CO2 emissions per

hour, the same as driving 18km in an
average petrol car. In fact, the Carbon
Trust published figures earlier this year
to show that streaming produced the
equivalent of 55g of CO2 per viewer
hour – the same as boiling an average
kettle three times.
So, one objective is to reduce the
power consumption of electronic
devices, principally TV sets, by collaborative initiatives, and to persuade
consumers to switch to a renewable
energy provider, said Fletcher.
She added: “Interestingly, smartphones and tablets are so low-powered
that more energy is consumed per hour
of watching via the internet by your
home router than by the device itself.
But this is not true if you’re viewing on
a TV or a computer as these use three
to 10 times more energy per hour of
watching.”
Even so, she said, compared with
transport, eating meat and dairy products, or heating your home, viewing TV
was not a big source of carbon emissions. She emphasised that, while
consumer behaviour was important,
the focus had to be on “collaborative
change at a systemic level”.
Carys Taylor, director of Albert, which
aims to foster sustainable production
and raise awareness of green issues in
content, explained that her organisation’s activities fell into three main
categories. These were: educating the
industry on its environmental impact;
certifying sustainable production by
using Albert’s carbon calculator; and
advising on how TV programmes could
help educate audiences on subjects
such as climate change and biodiversity.
Taylor said it was imperative that it
was not left to the makers of natural
history or news programmes to draw
attention to extreme weather events
and climate-related famine.
“Programme-makers across all genres
need to reflect environmental themes
in their content,” she insisted. “There
should be empowering, optimistic
stories that can show you the solutions
that are available now. Environmental
themes can be woven into pretty much
all types of content…There’s a huge
creative opportunity here.”
Albert’s Planet Placement initiative
encourages broadcasters, streamers
and programme-makers to “normalise”
environmental themes in their shows.
Taylor said: “As a society, we’ve glamorised a lot of behaviours that aren’t
sustainable. There’s a way to embed
this stuff in storylines. It doesn’t have

TV SETS ARE
USING MORE
POWER AS
SCREENS GET
BIGGER

to be catastrophising – so-called cli-fi
– but normal, human stuff.
“For instance, in a soap you could
have a storyline about a gas engineer
reaching retirement who’s thinking of
retraining so he can fit ground-source
heat pumps.… It’s important to find
ways that aren’t preachy or all doom
and gloom...” Russell T Davies’s It’s a Sin
had shown the power of TV to affect
people’s behaviour: it had increased
HIV awareness, with a significant
uptick in calls to HIV helplines.
Keane added that, as a recent convert to driving an electric vehicle, he
was surprised that a soap hadn’t used
an EV charging point as a focal point
for local gossip.
“Audiences take note of what we’re
doing,” Taylor insisted. “TV has to drive
change because we have unique access
to millions of people. We’ve got a lot to
be proud of.”
The event’s chair, Richard Parsons,
COO of international production at Sony
Pictures Television, highlighted how his
own company had worked to reduce its
carbon footprint in the US since 2010 by
taking part in initiatives such as the
Sustainable Production Alliance.
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“There’s a no-idling rule both on sets
and in studios,” he explained. “Since
2019, across both film and TV, we’ve
achieved sustainable production status
in all our output in the US. The challenge is to push that out internationally,
which we’re in the process of doing.”
Joanna Langan, production manager
at factual specialist Raise the Roof
Productions, said that her company
was working across the board to
reduce its carbon footprint and looking
at everything from more sustainable
means of transport to using biodegradable cutlery.
The pandemic had led to less energy-
intensive ways of working as many
people worked from home and meetings had shifted online.
Over the past year, this reduction in
travel, said Taylor, had reduced the
carbon emissions associated with
producing an hour of TV from
9.2 tonnes to 4.4 tonnes. n
Report by Steve Clarke. ‘Behind the scenes:
Sustainability and TV’ was an RTS London
and RTS Scotland event, held on 18 Novem
ber. The producers were Liz Cooke and
Aradhna Tayal.
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Mark Davey is a camera operator at
ITN. Presenting the news camera masterclass, he told the RTS audience that
sound journalistic skills, the ability to
form good relationships and a keen
logistical sense were all essential for his
job. Davey, ITN reporter Robert Moore
and producer Sophie Alexander were
the only news crew to film inside the
US Capitol in January 2021, when proTrump insurrectionists stormed the
building claiming that the presidential
election had been stolen from them.
“We’ve been speculating ever since
as to why we weren’t beaten up and
my camera wasn’t broken,” said Davey.
“One of the things that helped was
Robert’s great gift for putting a microphone under someone’s nose and
giving them an opportunity to speak.”
It also helped in this highly charged
situation that they were an overseas
news team: “I’m convinced that, had
Fox News been there that day, they
would have been lynched, because the
rioters felt betrayed by Fox. CNN and
MSNBC would also have struggled.
They were beaten up outside and their
cameras were destroyed.
“Our foreignness helped. I’ve joked
that, because that day I was dressed
like a Proud Boy, no one attacked us.”
Belfast-born Davey began his career
at UTV and has covered conflicts in
Northern Ireland, Iraq, Afghanistan,
Syria, Israel and Lebanon.
ITN has a long tradition of blurring
the lines between camera operator and
journalist. “If my correspondent or producer gets a shot on their iPhone that is
the opening shot of our piece, I have no
problem with that,” he said. “In fact, I’m
delighted. It’s a collective effort.”
He added: “Covering the Capitol riot,
there was a long period that day when
I was alone with Sophie, our producer.
We were collectively making decisions.
At no point was anyone in charge.”

CINEMATOGRAPHY
Diana Olifirova is an award-winning
cinematographer who has to believe in
the films that she works on. “For me,
it’s important to be selective and only
do things that you love,” she said. “You
don’t do jobs solely for the money. It’s
important to live and breathe the profession, and love it, because people can
feel it in your work.
“It’s important to say no to things
you don’t like. In the past, I’ve taken
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We Are Lady Parts

Television distils a day of expert advice
from leading TV practitioners at the
RTS Craft Skills Masterclasses 2021

Only do things
you love
work I didn’t like and, as a result,
became angry. Now, I only take on
projects that I truly love.”
One of those projects was the recently
recommissioned Channel 4 comedy We
Are Lady Parts, the story of an all-Muslim
female punk band, which won three
prizes at this year’s RTS Craft & Design
Awards. Olifirova was nominated for
the Photography – Drama and Comedy
prize at the RTS awards.
“It was challenging to work on
because it was my first long-form
project,” said Olifirova, who has worked
on about 50 short films, including commercials and music promos.

An NFTS graduate, she won the
British Society of Cinematographers’
Emerging Cinematographer Award for
her work on the short film All of Me,
directed by Daphne Schmon.
Nida Manzoor, the creator, writer
and director of We Are Lady Parts had
interviewed Olifirova for another project – which she didn’t end up working
on – but remembered her. So, instead,
she asked her to be the cinematographer on the Lady Parts pilot. When that
was successful, she landed the series.
Good time-management was vital
on a six-episode series such as We Are
Lady Parts – “You could spend all day

Channel 4

NEWS CAMERA

said Fry. At The Farm, he noted, “We
offer training while you’re running….
So, when a position comes up as a
soundtrack layer or sound editor, we
can move them straight up.”

The Last Igloo
lighting or rehearsing,” she pointed out.
Cinematographers work closely with
directors. “I always ask what they want
first,” she explained. “I read the script,
reflect on it and make notes. I also ask
a lot of questions, including about the
script. If, for example, the script says
that someone feels anxious, I’ll think
about how we can show it visually.”
Would she advise people to work
for free when they are students? “No.
I think it’s important to get paid when
you are a trainee, otherwise people
will take advantage of you. For passion
projects, you can work for free, but
always make sure they provide your
travel expenses and your food.”
It was also important to overcome
any shyness and build strong networks
in the TV and film business: “I never
felt comfortable introducing myself –
I had to force it but, to get on, you’ve
got to do it.”

SOUND
Nick Fry, head of audio at Soho facil-

ity The Farm, gave the sound masterclass. Sound in television, he said, “tells
half the story” and is “often overlooked”,
but added: “With the advent of Dolby
Home Atmos and new audio formats,
people are appreciating it a lot more and
understanding that it really makes a big
difference to the overall programme.”
Fry is a two-time winner of an RTS

Craft & Design Award, for the sound on
BBC Four documentary The Last Igloo,
which tells the story of a disappearing
way of life in the Arctic, and for Netflix
factual series Formula 1: Drive to Survive.
The Last Igloo soundtrack uses natural
sounds captured by a recordist on location, rather than stock sound effects
and Foley (post-production) work. Fry
explained: “[We were] trying to make
the sound as authentic as possible, to
do justice to the programme and subject.… I’m very proud of that work –
it’s magical – the sound is really crisp
and clean.”
He continued: “It’s a real bonus to
have a sound recordist [on location]
because it takes the sound up to
another level. Yes, we can fix a lot of
things now, we have a lot more tools at
our disposal in sound post-production…
but we want to be spending time being
creative with the soundtrack rather
than trying to rescue it.”
Sound specialists need both technical knowledge and creativity, as well
as a “passion” for sound, said Fry, who
advised: “Watch TV shows at home….
If you understand how a show is
constructed, you’ll then understand
how to mix the show.”
Students interested in sound post-
production would be well advised to
follow his route into the industry.
“[Starting] as a runner… is still the best
way – I’d treat it like an apprenticeship,”
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EDITING
Trace Taylor, who gave the editing
masterclass, has worked on many
award-winning series over the past
15 years, including Marcus Rashford:
Feeding Britain’s Children, which recently
garnered two RTS North West Awards.
“I fell into editing by accident,” she
recalled, revealing that a film and television BTEC course had “ignited
something inside me”. She added that
editing “appeals to my introvert side
– I get to spend a lot time on my own
in a dark room”.
Having completed the BTEC, Taylor
landed some work experience at a
production company, which then
offered her a role as a runner. This led
to a job as a production assistant, until
“one of the editors took me under his
wing”. She later joined the BBC, before
going freelance.
Discussing the Marcus Rashford
documentary, Taylor said: “It was an
honour and a privilege… to be involved
in telling that story.” She used news
clips, recreated tweets and interviews
to immerse the viewer in the football
player’s campaign to feed hungry
children.
Taylor described the Channel 4
series SAS: Who Dares Wins as “one of
the most challenging edits in my
career… you feel like you’ve done an
SAS challenge at the end of the edit”.
She recommended online tutorials
as a means of getting to grips with the
basics of editing: “Have some skills up
your sleeve… before you do any course
because going in with a bit of knowledge is really helpful.”
The professional body British Film
Editors, she added, offered membership to students, and was a useful
source of advice.
“Don’t be afraid to ask. As a woman,
it’s very hard not to be usurped by
your male colleagues – sometimes you
have to put your head above the parapet and ask questions.” n
Reports by Matthew Bell and Steve
Clarke. The RTS Craft Skills Masterclasses
were held on 24 November and chaired
by Helen Scott (news camera), Ninder
Billing (cinematography), Andrew Sheldon (sound) and Paul Bader (editing).
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It’s a Sin,
Director, Editing and
Production Design – Drama

RTS Craft & Design
Awards 2021
Sponsored by

Casting

Julie Harkin and Rae Hendrie –
Industry
Bad Wolf for BBC and HBO
‘Making a group of individual actors
feel like a complete ensemble demonstrated what clever casting was
employed in this project: each part
complemented the rest.’
Nominees:
◗ Aisha Bywaters, We Are Lady Parts,
Working Title Television, a part of NBC
Universal International Studios, a division
of Universal Studio Group, for Channel 4
◗ Louise Cross, The Pembrokeshire
Murders, World Productions for ITV
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Costume Design – Drama

Susie Coulthard – Brave New World
UCP, a division of Universal Studio
Group; Amblin Television for Sky One
‘The striking fabrics used in the costumes sang out and rippled on screen
and the futuristic and strong fashion
element to the pieces captured a real
sense of a new world. Luscious!’
Nominees:
◗ Caroline McCall, His Dark Materials,
Bad Wolf for BBC and HBO
◗ Rachel Walsh, The Serpent (Ep 5-8),
Mammoth Screen for BBC

Costume Design – Entertainment
and Non Drama

Yves Barre – Inside No 9 (Series 6)
BBC Studios for BBC
‘The winner is a chameleon who creates
chameleons. With a brand-new world
to create every episode, the characters
they draw through their costumes are
very real.’
Nominees:
◗ Tim Simpson, Daniel Nettleton, Claire
Horton and Derek McLean, The Masked
Singer 2, Bandicoot Scotland for ITV
◗ Yves Barre, Urban Myths: Les Dawson’s
Parisienne Adventure, Red Production
Company for Sky Arts

Channel 4

Making their in-person return, the
awards were presented by journalist
Charlene White on 22 November at
the London Hilton on Park Lane

RTS Special Award
I’m a Celebrity… Get Me Out of Here!
Lifted Entertainment for ITV
‘A national institution, I’m a Celebrity...Get
Me Out of Here! has consistently been
one of the biggest entertainment series
on TV and, across its 20 series, has continued to grow in popularity, across all ages.
‘In 2020, it was faced with a huge
challenge when Covid-19 made flying
that year’s cohort of celebrities to its
usual Australian home impossible.
Adapting quickly, a large team involving

Design – Programme Content
Sequences

Miles Donovan, Pete Mellor and Chris
Sayer – 9/11: Inside the President’s
War Room
Wish/Art Films for BBC and Apple TV+
‘Interesting, simple and neat, and
understated in a beautiful way.’
Nominees:
◗ Revenant, Flooded Tombs of the Nile,
National Geographic
◗ Bigger Bang VFX, Searching for Secrets,
Co-produced by Bigger Bang and
Saloon Media in association with Blue
Ant Media for Smithsonian Channel

show execs, production, cameras, lighting, sound and art departments decided
to relocate to the historic Gwrych Castle
in Wales.
Three months behind schedule, the
move came with countless challenges
for all departments, and involved rebuilding this established show from scratch.
The castle – which was initially unsurveyed and deemed an unsafe working
environment – was transformed, with
every floor and roof either reinstated or
completely reconstructed. A huge undertaking for any team, let alone one that

Design – Titles

Peter Anderson Studio – Roald &
Beatrix: The Tail of the Curious Mouse
Hartswood Films for Sky One
‘These titles were charming and original, and everything a title sequence
should be.’
Nominees:
◗ Revenant, Inside America’s Secret
Missions, National Geographic
◗ Liquid TV, Murder They Hope, Shiny
Button for UKTV
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had never worked on the show before: a
big risk – but it worked.
In its new Welsh home, the show not
only achieved the high standard audiences expect but saw incredible viewership growth, exceeding the previous year’s
figures. Without the relentless determination of its crew and editorial teams, I’m a
Celebrity… would not have happened in
2020. With their dedication, and with Ant
and Dec at the helm, they were able to
bring the much-loved show with all its
humour and joy to the UK public when
they needed escapism the most.’

ITV

I’m a Celebrity… Get Me Out
of Here!, RTS Special Award

Design – Trails and Packaging

Sky Creative, gotgotneed, Coffee & TV
– Lions Series: South Africa 2021
Sky Creative/gotgotneed/Coffee & TV
for Sky Sports
‘Great energy, evoking the intensity of
rivalry, capturing the mood and
energy. Stunning, bold and epic.’
Nominees:
◗ Claire Grey, Devon Short and Jon
Turner, Woman’s Hour – Expect the
Unexpected, Kilogramme/BBC Creative
for BBC
◗ Sky Creative, Sky History Idents, Sky
Creative for Sky History �
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UCP

Brave New World,
Costume Design – Drama

Richard Kendal

Luke Snellin – Feel Good
Objective Fiction for Netflix
‘The direction served the material with
subtlety and style. It brought the writers’ overall vision and the script to life,
brilliantly balancing the overtly comic
and more serious elements to create a
wonderful and coherent whole.’
Nominees:
◗ Ella Jones, Back to Life (Series 2), Two
Brothers Pictures/BBC in association with
Showtime and All3Media International
◗ Tom Kingsley, Ghosts, Monumental
Television/Them There for BBC

Inside No. 9, Costume Design –
Entertainment and Non Drama

Channel 4

Director – Comedy Drama/
Situation Comedy

We Are Lady Parts, Make-Up Design
– Entertainment and Non Drama

Adam Wishart –9/11: Inside the
President’s War Room
Wish/Art Films for BBC and Apple TV+
‘[The film] gave a completely new
perspective and extraordinary insight
to [this] subject. [It] was beautifully
crafted, perfectly paced and a masterclass in directorial skill.’
Nominees:
◗ Deeyah Khan, America’s War on Abortion (Exposure), Fuuse Films for ITV
◗ Benedict Sanderson, The Detectives:
Fighting Organised Crime, Minnow Films
for BBC

Richard Kendal

Director – Documentary/Factual
and Non Drama

Industry, Casting

Director – Multicamera

Paul Dugdale – Glastonbury Festival:
Live at Worthy Farm
Driift/BBC Studios Productions for BBC
‘Amazing work in directing and executing many different styles for each of
the acts in their various locations.’
Nominees:
◗ Julia Knowles, Nikki Parsons, Helen
Scott and Simon Staffurth, The Funeral
of HRH The Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, BBC Studios for BBC
◗ Bridget Caldwell, The Royal British
Legion Festival of Remembrance, BBC
Studios for BBC
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Lions Series: South Africa 2021,
Design – Trails and Packaging

Sky

Peter Hoar – It’s a Sin
Red Production Company for Chan
nel 4 and HBO Max in association with
All3Media International
‘The direction portrayed an intense
range of emotion and also perfectly
encapsulated the era… forcing the audience to stand in someone else’s shoes.’
Nominees:
◗ Steve McQueen, Small Axe, Turbine
Studios/Lammas Park for BBC
◗ Lewis Arnold, Time, BBC Studios for BBC

Richard Kendal

Director – Drama

Roald & Beatrix: The Tail of the
Curious Mouse, Design – Titles

Editing – Documentary/Factual

Sam Bergson, Brad Manning and Otto
Burnham – The Detectives: Fighting
Organised Crime
Minnow Films for BBC
‘The best of its genre – really slick,
smooth and compelling work… the
editing is the key to its energy, it’s
almost lyrical – you are totally drawn in.’
Nominees:
◗ Eddie Haselden, Doctors of War: Saving Lives, ITN Productions for Channel 5
◗ Brett Irwin and Esther Gimenez,
Uprising, Rogan Productions/Lammas
Park/Turbine Studios for BBC

Editing – Drama

Richard Kendal

Richard Kendal

9/11: Inside the President’s War Room,
Director – Documentary/Factual

Richard Kendal

BT Sport Champions League Final 2021 –
Closing Music Sequence, Editing – Sport

BT Sport

Feel Good, Director – Comedy
Drama/Situation Comedy

BBC

The Detectives: Fighting Organised Crime,
Editing – Documentary/Factual

It’s a Sin,
Editing – Drama

Netflix

It’s a Sin,
Director – Drama

BBC

Glastonbury Festival: Live at Worthy Farm,
Director – Multicamera
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Sarah Brewerton – It’s a Sin
Red Production Company for Channel 4
and HBO Max in association with
All3Media International
‘An outstanding example of beautifully
balanced storytelling. Fantastic!’
Nominees:
◗ Dan Roberts, The Third Day: Summer
(Episode 3), Sky Studios/Plan B Entertain
ment/Punchdrunk/HBO for Sky Atlantic
◗ Sacha Szwarc, Time, BBC Studios
for BBC

Editing – Entertainment and
Comedy

Robbie Morrison – We Are Lady Parts
Working Title Television, part of NBC
Universal International Studios, a division
of Universal Studio Group, for Channel 4
‘Playful, brilliant editing – really fresh,
innovative, slick and fun… with so
many different elements, from fantasy
to music videos to biography.’
Nominees:
◗ Mike Holliday and Will Peverett,
Ghosts, Monumental Television/Them
There for BBC
◗ Steve Ackroyd, Frank of Ireland, A
Merman Television production for Chan
nel 4 and Amazon Studios

Editing – Sport

Mike Osborne, Kevin Evans and
Liam Scarlino – BT Sport Champions
League Final 2021 – Closing Music
Sequence with London Grammar
BT Sport
‘A clear idea very well executed. Fun,
nostalgic and exciting for the viewer.’
Nominees:
◗ Nicholas Perry and Tom Butt, BBC
Sport 2020 Tokyo Closer, BBC
◗ Robin Nurse and The Whisper Production Team, Top Gun: Maverick Promo for
The British Grand Prix: C4F1, Whisper
for Channel 4 �
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ITV News at Ten, Photography –
Documentary/Factual and Non Drama

Brave New
World, Effects

BBC/Apple TV+

Richard Kendal

We Are Lady
Parts, Editing –
Entertainment
and Comedy

9/11: Inside the
President’s War Room,
Design – Programme
Content Sequences

BBC

Richard Kendal

Charlene White,
Host

ITV

Thomas Horton, Josie Henwood, Scott
Pritchard and Alex Maldonado –
Brave New World
UCP, a division of Universal Studio
Group; Amblin Television for Sky One
‘A project that demonstrates perfection
and passion – this was a team at the
top of its game. The inclusion of an
architect advisor in the team really
added to the quality and depth of the
build of the world.’
Nominees:
◗ Vine VFX, The Serpent, Mammoth
Screen for BBC
◗ Effects Team, His Dark Materials, Bad
Wolf for BBC & HBO

Richard Kendal

Effects

Industry, Photography –
Drama and Comedy

Lighting for Multicamera

Gurdip Mahal – The Ranganation
(Series 3)
Zeppotron for BBC
‘The overall impact was brilliant, very
impressive and clever. Every contributor was individual yet part of a cohesive whole.’
Nominees:
◗ Chris Rigby, Jools’ Annual Hootenanny,
BBC Studios for BBC
◗ Chris Rigby, The Graham Norton
Show, So Television for BBC
Amanda Ross-McDonald, Clinton
Smith and Ashley Powell – The Watch
BBC Studios for BBC
‘Outstanding and original. A distinctive
punk aesthetic with just another level
of design, prosthetics and wigs. An
utterly standout piece of work.’
Nominees:
◗ Jacqueline Fowler, His Dark Materials,
Bad Wolf for BBC and HBO
◗ Nora Robertson, Stephen, Hat Trick
Mercurio Television (HTM Television)
for ITV

Make-Up Design – Entertainment
and Non Drama

Claire Carter – We Are Lady Parts
Working Title Television, which is part
of NBCUniversal International Studios,
a division of Universal Studio Group for
Channel 4
‘Marrying Muslim culture with a punk
aesthetic was quite an ask, but all the
actors’ looks and colour palettes were so
distinctive, and enriched the comedy.’
Nominee:
◗ Nicola Coleman, Famalam (Series 3),
BBC Studios for BBC
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BBC

Make-Up Design – Drama

The Watch,
Make-Up Design – Drama

Multicamera Work

The Beast Must Die,
Music – Original Title

Richard Kendal

Earth at Night in Colour,
Picture Enhancement

Apple TV+

Camera Team – SAS: Who Dares Wins
(Series 6)
Minnow Films for C4
‘This was multicamera that felt like a
drama. It was standout and gamechanging.’
Nominees:
◗ Chris Miller, The Ranganation (Series 3),
Zeppotron for BBC
◗ Driift, Paul Dugdale and Camera
Team, Glastonbury Festival Presents:
Live At Worthy Farm, Driift, BBC Studios
Productions for BBC

Music – Original Score

Harry Escott – Uprising
Rogan Productions/Lammas Park/
Turbine Studios for BBC
‘This score was subtle, supported the
show beautifully and allowed the story
to be told.’
Nominees:
◗ Matthew Herbert, The Beast Must Die,
New Regency Television International
and Scott Free for BritBox UK
◗ Cristobal Tapia de Veer, The Third Day:
Summer, Sky Studios/Plan B Entertain
ment/Punchdrunk/HBO for Sky Atlantic

Music – Original Title

Matthew Herbert – The Beast Must Die
New Regency Television International
and Scott Free for BritBox UK
‘Haunting and powerful, brooding and
intense – brilliantly set the mood.’
Nominees:
◗ Darren Francis, Devil Among Us, Octo
ber Films for Investigation Discovery
◗ Carly Paradis, The Pembrokeshire
Murders, World Productions for ITV
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Uprising,
Music – Original Score

BBC

SAS Who Dares Wins,
Multicamera Work

Richard Kendal

The Ranganation,
Lighting for Multicamera

BBC

Photography – Documentary/
Factual and Non Drama

Mark Davey – ITV News at Ten
ITN for ITV News
‘Capturing history does not happen
every day. This was a case study of
how good camera operators know how
to be in the right place at the right time
and pick the right shots under extreme
pressure and stress.’
Nominees:
◗ The Camera Team, The Year Earth
Changed, BBC Studios Natural History
Unit for Apple TV+
◗ Daniel Dewsbury and Patrick Smith,
Ian Wright: Home Truths, Brook Lapping
for BBC �
Watch the full video of the RTS
Craft & Design Awards 2021, at:
bit.ly/rts-CD21
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ITV Studios

Sally Debonnaire

Outstanding Achievement
Sally Debonnaire

‘A silent force, powering the TV industry
behind the scenes for the past 30 years
and setting a platinum standard for TV
production, Sally Debonnaire has fuelled
the creative vision of studios, writers,
directors and producers across the UK
and beyond.
‘In her constant pursuit of excellence,
she consistently finds innovative ways to
produce high-quality, genre-defining TV

Photography – Drama and
Comedy

Milos Moore – Industry
Bad Wolf for BBC and HBO
‘The winning production was beautifully lit; the camera movement made
the piece cinematic, with great scale
and intimacy.’
Nominees:
◗ Diana Olifirova, We Are Lady Parts,
Working Title Television, part of NBC
Universal International Studios, a
division of Universal Studio Group,
for Channel 4
◗ Adam Etherington A Discovery of
Witches, Bad Wolf for Sky One
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and she does it through inspiration, by
sharing her wealth of experience and
knowledge and bringing teams together
to work towards a common goal.
‘Always one step ahead, she drives
technological advances that benefit the
programme and ultimately millions of
global viewers.
‘As director of production at ITV Studios, Sally oversees the production
management strategy for its 60 labels,
based in 13 countries around the world,
and making over 8,400 hours of

Picture Enhancement

Nulight Studios, Adam Inglis and Tom
Payne – Earth at Night in Colour
Offspring Films in association with
Apple for Apple TV+
‘Working with material shot solely by
moonlight [was a great challenge] and
the end result was a beautiful achievement that fully enhanced the subject
matter.’
Nominees:
◗ Perry Gibbs, The Serpent, Mammoth
Screen for BBC
◗ Dan Gill, 9/11: Inside the President’s
War Room, Devon Atlantic/Wish/Art
Films for BBC and Apple TV+

programming every year. She has been
responsible for nationally loved and
critically acclaimed series spanning
comedy, drama, entertainment, factual
and documentaries – iconic titles from
Never Mind the Buzzcocks and Grand
Designs to The Apprentice, Top Gear and
Frozen Planet.
‘Sally has developed and mentored
generations of production staff, and the
TV industry has benefited hugely from
her exemplary body of work over the
past 30 years.’

Production Design – Drama

Luana Hanson – It’s a Sin
Red Production Company for Chan
nel 4 and HBO Max in association with
All3Media International
‘Atmospheric and authentic, feeling
and breathing every moment of the
characters... it really punched above its
weight.’
Nominees:
◗ Jacqueline Smith, All Creatures Great
and Small, Playground Television UK for
Channel 5 and Masterpiece
◗ Joel Collins, His Dark Materials, Bad
Wolf for BBC and HBO

Production Design –
Entertainment and Non Drama

Simon Walker – We Are Lady Parts
Working Title Television, part of NBC
Universal International Studios, a division
of Universal Studio Group, for Channel 4
‘A genuine visual feast. This show
looked glorious and was brilliantly
thought through.’
Nominees:
◗ Felicity Hickson, Delia Derbyshire: The
Myths and the Legendary Tapes, AntiWorlds Film & Television for BBC
◗ Patrick Watson, Apocalypse Wow,
Tuesday’s Child for ITV2

Sound – Drama

Tom Corbett, Oscar Bloomfield-Crowe,
Darren McQuade and Ivor Talbot –
Worzel Gummidge: Saucy Nancy
Leopard Pictures for BBC
‘Really lovely work that… perfectly
complemented the pictures. There was
an impressive use of the on-set mix
and that required both skill and effort.’
Nominees:
◗ Sound Team, The Spanish Princess:
Part 2, Playground/New Pictures for
StarzPlay
◗ Nigel Albermaniche, Niv Adiri and Jules
Woods, The Third Day, Sky Studios/Plan
B Entertainment/Punchdrunk/HBO for
Sky Atlantic
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Worzel Gummidge:
Saucy Nancy,
Sound – Drama

Netflix
Richard Kendal

We Are Lady Parts, Production Design
– Entertainment and Non Drama

Richard Kendal

It’s a Sin, Production Design – Drama

Richard Kendal

Formula 1: Drive to Survive, Sound
– Entertainment and Non Drama

Sound – Entertainment and
Non Drama

Nick Fry, Steve Speed, James Evans
and Hugh Dwan – Formula 1: Drive
to Survive (Series 3)
Box to Box Films for Netflix
‘Powerful and energetic sound with
clever use of voice-overs and music to
create pace and drama. A multilayered
approach that had huge impact.’
Nominees:
◗ Kate Hopkins, Graham Wild and Paul
Ackerman, Earth at Night in Colour,
Offspring Films in association with
Apple for Apple TV+
◗ Sound Team, Life in a Day 2020, RSA
Films, Flying Object for YouTube n
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RTS Bursary Scholars 2021
Steve Hewlett Scholarship
Lola Panic, Media and Communications,
Goldsmiths, University of London
RTS Television Production and
Journalism Scholars
Ahmed Ali, Editing and Post-Production,
Ravensbourne University London
Sophie Beck, Media and Communication, Glasgow Caledonian University
Andrew Carstairs, Film and Television
Production, University of York
James Carstairs, Film and Television
Production, University of York
Maisie Duckworth, Television Production,
Bournemouth University
Celine Egan, Music and Sound Design,
Queen’s University Belfast
Megan Gibney, Television Production
Management, Edge Hill University
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Paul Hampartsoumian

RTS
Bursaries

The Society has
announced the recipients of its undergraduate bursaries for 2021.
The bursaries support
young people from lowerincome backgrounds who
want to work in television. A
total of 39 bursaries have been
awarded across TV production and journalism, technology, and the Steve Hewlett
scholarship programme.
“Receiving a bursary from
the RTS isn’t just representative of the financial backing,
but of the opportunity to be a
part of an industry-recognised
community of like-minded
people,” said Evan Taylor,
who studies film at the University of Westminster.
The students, who attend
27 universities and institutions, will receive £1,000 a
year to assist with their
expenses and living costs.
Lola Panic will receive
£2,000 a year from the Steve
Hewlett Memorial Fund,
which is supported by the
RTS and The Media Society.
In their final year of study,
the RTS aims to set up mentoring opportunities, matching each bursary recipient
with one of its industry
members. The scholars also
receive free RTS membership

RTS Bursary Scholars 2021

RTS support for scholars
while studying and for a
year after they graduate.
“The RTS has been
delighted with the achievements of our scholars to
date. We recruit talented
students and provide them
with some great opportunities to gain access to the
industry – but the successes
Jamal Helwig Dorris, Digital Film Production, Ravensbourne University London
Matthew Hill, VFX and Motion Graphics,
Brunel University London
Madison Jennings, Journalism,
University of Lincoln
Craig Kelly, Television (BA Hons),
City of Glasgow College
Ash Mills, BA (Hons) Television,
City of Glasgow College
Kulthum Mohamed, Sports Journalism,
University of Central Lancashire
Ahmad Mohsin, Film and Television
Production, Edge Hill University
Hosanna Pwasanga, Film-making,
London Film Academy
Aodhán Roberts, Cinematic Arts,
Ulster University
Ewelina Sawicka, Design for Film and
Television, Nottingham Trent University
Anna Scarr, Television and Radio
Production, University of Salford

of our scholars are very
much down to their own
efforts, creativity and determination,” said RTS Chief
Executive Theresa Wise.
To date, the RTS has
invested over £1m in the
scheme, awarding more than
250 bursaries. Continuing its
generous support, eight of

this year’s bursaries have
been funded by STV.
Support from STV, All3
Media, Disney and YouView
has enabled the scheme to
grow, with more than 80% of
the graduates from the first
five years’ intake working in
television or related industries.
Matthew Bell

Isobel Singh, Film, Television
and Digital Production, Royal Holloway
Evan Taylor, Film BA (Hons),
University of Westminster

RTS Technology Scholars

STV-supported Bursary Scholars
Mendy Bala, Film and Television
Production BA, Edinburgh
Martin Bavlnka, Television (top-up),
City of Glasgow College
Daniela Carvalho, Journalism,
Robert Gordon University
Deborah Dow, BA Television,
Edinburgh Napier University
William Gordon, Television (top-up),
City of Glasgow College
David McCarrison, BA (Hons) Television,
City of Glasgow College
Martha Roseweir, Film and Television,
University of Edinburgh
Flynn Smith, HND Creative Industries:
Television, City of Glasgow College

Sneha Balamurali, Physics,
University College London

Abubakar Aqiil, Computer Science,
Queen Mary University of London
Ebenezer Arthur, Engineering (Electronic
and Electrical), University College London

Isaac Denucci Diarrassouba, Computer
Science, University of Cambridge
Eleanor MacCarthy, Creative Computing,
Goldsmiths, University of London
Farheen Muhammed, Engineering
Science, University of Oxford
Haris Naeem, Computer Science,
University of Westminster
Roland Olajide, Computer Science,
University of Leicester
Muhammad Shameer Imtiaz, Electronic
Engineering, King's College London
Hashim Yasin, Physics,
University of Warwick

News UK

S

Demonstration in Glasgow during Cop26

News put to the test
RTS
Scotland

cottish TV newsrooms have faced
unprecedented challenges in the past two
years. The fallout from Brexit,
Black Lives Matter, Holyrood
elections, Cop26 and the
pandemic have tested journalists as never before.
Speaking at an RTS Scotland event in November,
5 News’s Scotland reporter,
Alan Jenkins, recalled how,
six months into the health
crisis, he realised how profound the change was when
he interviewed a Covid-19
patient discharged from hospital: “He was in a wheelchair.
Normally you’d do the interview inside his home, but we
did it on his doorstep, at a
distance, with masks on.
“This man got very emotional. Normally, you’d comfort him in some way, but I
was unable to because of
Covid restrictions.”
STV News reporter Kaye
Nicolson said there had been
many such moments: “You’re
often doing interviews outdoors in all weathers with
masks on. That feels unnatural because you can’t see
people’s facial expressions.”
Linda Grimes Douglas, head
of news and current affairs at
STV, recalled the early days of
the pandemic: “I had this
sense that we were about to
experience something that I
didn’t know how we’d get
through. How were we going
to protect our staff and how
would we physically be able
to work once lockdown hit?”
Kevin Jackson, assignment
editor at BBC Scotland,
recalled how, as a viewer, he
was affected by seeing TV
news reports filmed inside
ICU units. “You got a real
sense of the crisis and what a
massive event it was,” he said.
“At the other end of the emotional spectrum, there was the
first patient who was clapped
out of hospital. The pictures

Steve Clarke hears how news coverage north of the
border has been shaped by a tsunami of huge events

[showed] the guard of honour
and the nurses. You thought:
‘That person has survived.’”
Ciaran Jenkins, Scotland
correspondent for Channel 4
News, remembered the real
sense of terror he experienced
reporting the early weeks of
lockdown. “From the start, we
realised that a big part of the
story was what was unfolding
in care homes. They filmed
themselves inside for us,” he
said. “The horrifying impact
of the virus soon became
apparent in care homes
where people were dying.
“We were able to show
that the reality on the ground
didn’t always match the
political rhetoric, especially
with the shortage of PPE…. In
every single care home, they
were dealing with their own
disaster.”
Channel 5’s Jenkins said his
role changed as his reports
highlighted how differently to
Downing Street Nicola Sturgeon was handling the pandemic. “For viewers in
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England, it allowed them to
see how things were being
handled north of the border,”
he said. “All of a sudden,
devolution meant something
to our viewers because Scotland was doing things differently to England.”
Newsgathering changed,
arguably for ever, as Zoom
interviews became common
place. Nicolson said her job
as a reporter altered dramatically when she worked from
home, even editing her
packages on a laptop: “It’s
not the same when you’re
sitting in your kitchen on
Zoom. Trying to get contributors to be video journalists also posed challenges.”
Jenkins added: “Journalists
are used to collaborating, but
suddenly you were often on
your own. And reporters
were living the story they
were reporting on. I live on
my own so, mentally, it was
quite tough.”
Thankfully, more traditional ways of working

returned with the summer’s
easing of coronavirus restrictions. The TV news professionals spoke of how they had
prepared to cover the recent
Cop26 conference in Glasgow.
It was taxing logistically as
Scottish newsrooms got ready
to report on a huge event,
which, at one point, looked
as if it would be attended not
only by the US President, but
also by the Queen, the Pope
and 100,000 protesters.
“There were just two of us
covering Cop for 5 News,” said
Jenkins. “Every day, we had
to carry our kit 5km. We did
lots of pre-filming because
conferences tend not to be
visually stimulating and we
wanted it to be fun. I
remember broadcasting live
from a bouncy castle.” n
‘Two years that shook the news’
was an RTS Scotland event held
on 29 November. It was chaired
by BBC Scotland journalist
and Seven Days presenter
Fiona Stalker.
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Futures offers tips
to build careers
Empowerment coach Pamella
Bisson offered an RTS Futures
masterclass in late November
on how to build a career in the
media. Among the subjects
covered by the CEO of training
company Boss Your Life Today
were network building and dealing with challenging people in
TV. Bisson gave a similar Futures
masterclass in June.

Top talent at RTS
Christmas quiz
The RTS Big Christmas Telly Quiz
was held in mid-December and
featured appearances by top
TV talent, including: Yorkshire
Vet Peter Wright; Coronation
Street actor Cherylee Houston;
and Mastermind host and BBC
newsreader Clive Myrie. Impressionist Darren Altman asked the
questions at a quiz organised
by the RTS London, Yorkshire,
Midlands, East and Northern
Ireland centres.
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Bridgerton

A way into the
world of design
The RTS centre held a
series of “Breaking into
media” sessions
throughout November,
including two sessions on
television production design.
Bafta award-winning production designer Joel Collins,
whose credits include BBC
One/HBO fantasy drama His
Dark Materials, was in conversation with Falmouth University’s head of television and
film, Kingsley Marshall.
Collins explained that the
role went way beyond an
“opportunity to sketch and
draw, visualise stuff and
wear a cravat”. Instead, Collins explained, “you’re like a
ringmaster of a circus, which
is really more complex than
anyone realises”.
Offering advice to a student wanting to keep set
costs to a minimum, Collins
Devon &
Cornwall

Former BBC, Sky and ITV
broadcast engineer Tony Orme
demystified machine learning at an RTS Thames Valley
online event in mid-December.
Machine learning is assuming increasing significance in
broadcast television, including
in metadata classification and
in advanced video and audio
compression.
The centre has also launched
its regional awards. The
deadline for submissions is
14 January and the winners will
be announced at a ceremony
on 16 March.

Netflix

Thames Valley
dusts up on AI

said: “Good taste doesn’t cost
anything, so ‘less is more’ is
my suggestion. Every time
you want to do more, you are
probably taking a risk that it
will start to look less.”
He advised people new to
the TV industry: “Know how
to be invisible… while you’re
watching and learning….
[Don’t go] barrelling in and
go, ‘I’m special’.”
Two behind-the-camera
talents from Bridgerton –
production designer Will
Hughes-Jones and standby
art director Dave Crewdson
– offered further valuable
insights into TV craft.
The duo, who have just
wrapped filming on series 2
of the Netflix period drama,
were in conversation with
Plymouth College of Art
senior lecturer Chris Bailey.
“I’m basically the art

department representative
on set – Will is effectively
my boss,” explained Crewdson, who was speaking from
a prop truck. “Every [prop]
that’s in the script… that
needs to be there for a scene,
you make sure it’s there.”
“I’m normally the first
boots on the ground, quite
often before even the directors are employed, especially
when you’re doing a big,
streaming TV show,” said
Hughes-Jones.
“It’s a big team effort…. My
position is at the top of a very
big pyramid, with a lot of
people supporting it. There
are a lot of positions in an art
department and set decoration team,” he continued.
Hughes-Jones and Crewdson broke down their work
on a scene from the historical drama The Spanish Princess
to show the huge breadth of
their input to a series.
It is a high-pressure job,
said Hughes-Jones: “You have
to experience the pressure
that you’re put under doing
these roles… it’s not something that you can really teach
people.
“You have to leave college
with an open mind and
know that, although you may
have a first-class honours
degree in design for film and
TV, it’s a gateway into doing
the job – you can’t just go in
and think you can do it just
like that. Be attentive, listen
and take note of what people
are telling you. We’re very
keen to push people forward
because the industry at the
moment is saturated with
work… but don’t run before
you can walk.”
The first “Breaking into
media” session offered
insights from two panels of
media insiders (see Television,
November 2021, page 36). ITV
News heavyweight Julie Etchingham brought some stardust to another session (see
pages 28-29 of this issue for
a full report).
Matthew Bell

A Perfect Planet

Ideas are doc ‘currency’
In a wildlife film, explained
Thompson, “we’re waiting a
lot of the time: for the behaviour to happen, at the right
time, in the right place, with
the right light – there are so
many variables that need to
line up for that perfect shot.
“A lot of natural history
storytelling is moving
towards more characterdriven stories – you want to
meet an animal, and understand… what it feels like to
live in their world…. You’re
trying to give the audience an

emotional connection with
the subject we’re filming.”
Returning to the primacy
of ideas, Hayes said: “We’re
always looking for stories…
ideas are currency, they’re
really valuable.… Value your
ideas… don’t give them away.
It’s hard to generate good
ideas consistently.
“I want to see something
original… that surprises me.”
Channel 4 News multimedia
producer Ed Gove chaired
the RTS Futures event.
Matthew Bell

The future of TV is fibre and AI

target the right individuals
with the right messages.”
Professor David Bull from
the MyWorld Strength in
Places Programme, a £46m
initiative led by the University of Bristol to boost screenbased media, predicted a
huge future for artificial intelligence: “[AI] is informing
how we produce content. It
will increasingly be used to
understand how consumers
engage with content…. We
can discover what an audience wants.”
Suzy Lambert

RTS West
of England

The RTS centre hosted
an event on the future
of television with Go
See TV at Bristol’s
Watershed in December.
Go See TV has recently
opened offices in Bristol, and
has ambitions to develop a
portfolio of internet content
businesses, matching content
creators with brands to offer
viewers “personalised” TV.
A panel Q&A was chaired

BBC

RTS
Futures

An event at the end of
November turned the
spotlight on documentary film-making,
looking at how ideas are
generated and stories told.
Ideas are the lifeblood of
documentaries. “News is a
really good source of ideas,
not just replicating the
reporting but trying to think
tangentially – think outside
the box with it,” said Kat
Hayes, an Emmy award-
winning executive producer
at Al Jazeera’s US digital
media channel, AJ+, whose
weekly documentary series
reports on marginalised communities and social affairs.
“Stories can come from
anywhere: from social media,
scientific papers, news articles, watching previous documentaries and finding a new
angle, or new camera technology that can maybe give
you a different insight,” said
Amy Thompson, an assistant
producer at wildlife specialist
Silverback Films, who
recently worked on the BBC
One series A Perfect Planet.
Thompson recommended
“picking up the phone and
calling scientists, guides and
people on the ground.… I get
so much more out of a halfhour phone call with someone than I can in two days of
reading around a topic.”
The key ingredients are a
“story that needs to be told,

someone who can tell it and
the time to be able to do it…
but, for me, building trust
and a relationship with those
that are going to be in the
film is crucial,” said Saleyha
Ahsan, a film-maker and
medical doctor.
Hayes said AJ+’s recent
report on Asian hate crime
had all the elements of a
strong documentary – it was
an under-reported, timely
story, with powerful testimony and good visuals from
New York’s Chinatown.

by Mobilium Global boss
Ralph Simon and panellists
included: FreeWheel UK
commercial director Emmanuel Ogidan; Netgem TV MD
Sylvain Thevenot; and Jonathan Collins, VP of digital
distribution at Imagicomm
Entertainment.
Chris Hall, a telecom executive, revealed “there are
close to 200 million fibreconnected homes in Europe,
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which is a big game changer”.
Fibre’s cost-effectiveness, he
said, meant it would win out
over satellite.
Ogidan addressed the challenge facing advertisers, arguing that contextual advertising
was key. Simon asked: “Does
product placement have a
future?” Ogidan replied: “Definitely – but we have to be
careful with the user, and
brands and agencies need to
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RTS CENTRE AWARDS
RTS
Midlands

BBC One lockdown
drama Staged, which
starred David Tennant
and Michael Sheen as
bickering actors, landed a
hat-trick of wins at the RTS
Midlands Television Awards.
Writer and co-creator
Simon Evans took the Writer
prize, and the GCB Films/
Infinity Hill production –
which was filmed largely with
video conferencing technology and mobile phones – won
a Professional Excellence:
Craft Post-production award.
Staged, together with FirstLookTV’s Crime+Investi
gation series Meet, Marry,
Murder, also received a new
prize: the Committee Award
for Innovation During Lockdown. “It was a really inspiring display of collaborative,
creative problem-solving,
and I hope our quickness off
the mark brought a little bit
of light into those early days,”
said Evans.
FirstLookTV founder Will
Hanrahan recalled the difficult early days of the Covid‑19
pandemic: “We were commissioned for 52 hours on the
Monday, [then] Covid lockdowns throughout the world
kicked in [during] the following few days.
“One major broadcaster
pulled out… but the other
didn’t, so we were contractually bound to do 52 hours
and, overnight, lost half of
the money, and [we] faced
the problems of filming during a pandemic.”
Another hat-trick was

RTS Midlands Television
Awards winners
Innovation During Lockdown•Staged
and Meet, Marry, Murder•GCB Films/
Infinity Hill for BBC One and FirstLookTV
for Crime+Investigation
Scripted•Doctors, Three Consultations
and a Funeral•BBC Studios for BBC One
Acting Performance•Lucy Benjamin,
Doctors•BBC Studios for BBC One
Writer•Simon Evans, Staged•GCB
Films/Infinity Hill for BBC One
Factual Entertainment/Popular
Factual Series•Snackmasters•Optomen
Television for Channel 4
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BBC

Staged

Staged scores hat-trick
chalked up by regional news
programme ITV News Central,
which won awards for: Journalist of the Year, for Jane
Hesketh; Breakthrough (Onscreen), for journalist Amrit
Gahir; and News Programme
of the Year for Double Delight:
Leicester FA Cup Win and Opening Up.
The long-running BBC One
daytime soap Doctors, which
is made by BBC Studios at the
BBC Drama Village in Birmingham, nabbed the
Documentary•Hospital•Label1 Television
for BBC Two
Factual and Specialist Factual•
Forensics: The Real CSI•Blast! Films
for BBC Two
News Programme of the Year•Double
Delight: Leicester FA Cup Win and
Opening Up, ITV News Central•ITV
Journalist of the Year•Jane Hesketh,
ITV News Central•ITV
On-screen Personality•Fred Sirieix,
Snackmasters•Optomen Television
for Channel 4
Breakthrough (On-screen)•Amrit Gahir,
ITV News Central•ITV
Breakthrough (Off-screen)•
Rachel Lambert, Rural Media

Scripted award for the episode Three Consultations and a
Funeral, and Acting Performance for Lucy Benjamin.
Optomen Television was
another double winner, with
Channel 4 series Snackmasters triumphing in the Factual
Entertainment/Popular Factual Series and On-screen
Personality (Fred Sirieix)
categories.
Two BBC Two series
picked up awards: Label1
Television’s Hospital won the
Animation•Grass Roots•
Second Home Studios
Short Form•Advance Care Planning•
BlueBell Films
Digital Creativity•The Truth About…
How to Join the Illuminati•Ministry of
Electric House for BBC One
Promotional Content•Are you
Listening?•Affixxius Films for
Leicestershire Police
Professional Excellence: Craft Production•Lewis Arnold, Time•BBC Studios
for BBC One
Professional Excellence: Craft
Post-production•Staged•
GCB Films/Infinity Hill for BBC One

Documentary prize; while
Blast! Films show Forensics:
The Real CSI took first place in
the Factual and Specialist
Factual category.
The RTS Midlands Television Awards were celebrated
at a virtual ceremony in early
December, hosted by TV
stars who included Joe
Lycett, Adil Ray, Clive Myrie
and Sandi Toksvig.
“This year’s awards demonstrate that the Midlands region
is home to some truly exceptional talent and, while the
past year has certainly seen a
myriad of challenges for the
industry, the region has shown
remarkable creativity in the
face of adversity,” said RTS
Midlands Chair Kully Khaila.
Channel 4, Create Central,
Film Birmingham, North One
and the Writers’ Guild of Great
Britain sponsored the awards,
which were directed and
edited by Simon Prentice and
produced by Jayne Greene.
Matthew Bell

RTS North
West

The pen of Jimmy
McGovern was responsible for three of the
big winners at the RTS
North West Awards in late
November.
The Liverpool-born author
took the Script Writer award
for his BBC One prison drama
Time while its star, Sean Bean,
picked up the Performance in
a Drama prize.
McGovern’s drama Anthony,
made by LA Productions for
BBC One, which tells the
story of a racist murder of
a teenager and the life he
could have lived, secured the
Single Drama award.
Channel 4 Aids drama It’s
a Sin, written by Russell T
Davies and made by Red
Production Company, took
the Drama Series prize.
The awards ceremony was
held at The Point in Old
Trafford, Manchester, and
hosted by TV presenter Anna
Richardson and BBC Radio 2
DJ OJ Borg.
BBC One show Marcus
Rashford: Feeding Britain’s Children left the ceremony with
two prizes, for Current Affairs
Programme and Single
Documentary.
Sky One series Brassic,
which is made by Calamity
Films, also nabbed two
awards: Performance in a
Comedy for its star, Joseph
Gilgun; and Audio Post-
production, for Core Post’s
Tony Greenwood.
Owain Wyn Evans was
another double winner, with
the BBC North West Tonight
weatherman triumphing in
both the Breakthrough Talent
and Regional Presenter
categories. Evans recently
completed a 24-hour drumming challenge, raising more
than £2.5m for BBC Children
in Need.
BBC North West Tonight also
scooped the Regional Programme award for its special
show The Pandemic, while its
reporter, Abbie Jones, was
awarded the Journalist in the
North West prize. Two years

BBC

Sean Bean in Jimmy McGovern’s Time

McGovern bags prizes
ago, Jones won the Regional
Story category at the RTS
North West Awards.
BBC Children’s In-House
Productions performed
strongly at the awards, with
Crackerjack being named
Entertainment Programme,
The Dengineers winning the
Factual Entertainment

RTS North West Television
Awards winners
Judges’ Award•BBC Bitesize
Single Drama•Anthony•LA Productions
for BBC One
Drama Series•It’s a Sin•Red Production
Company for Channel 4
Performance in a Drama•Sean Bean,
Time•BBC Studios for BBC One
Script Writer•Jimmy McGovern, Time•
BBC Studios for BBC One
Continuing Drama Storyline•Hollyoaks,
Male Depression•Lime Pictures
for Channel 4
Performance in a Continuing
Drama•Sally Carman, Coronation
Street•ITV Studios for ITV
Comedy Programme•Alma’s Not
Normal•Expectation for BBC Two
Performance in a Comedy•Joseph Gilgun, Brassic•Calamity Films for Sky One
Single Documentary•Marcus Rashford:
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Programme category and
CBeebies Presents: Christmas in
Storyland taking home the
prize for Pre-School Children’s Programme.
“The North West has
proven itself to be a powerhouse for regional production in the UK and the last
two years – despite the
Feeding Britain’s Children•BBC Breakfast and BBC Sport for BBC One
Current Affairs Programme•
Marcus Rashford: Feeding Britain’s
Children•BBC Breakfast and BBC Sport
for BBC One
Entertainment Programme•
Crackerjack•BBC Children’s In-House
Productions for CBBC
Factual Entertainment Programme•
The Dengineers•BBC Children’s
In-House Productions for CBBC
Daytime Programme•Saving Our
Nurses•Betty/OMG North for BBC One
Factual Series•Lost Boy: The Killing of
James Bulger•ITN Productions
for Channel 5
Journalist in the North West•
Abbie Jones, BBC North West
Tonight•BBC One
Breakthrough Talent•
Owain Wyn Evans, BBC North West
Tonight•BBC One
Regional Programme•BBC North West

difficulties the industry has
faced – have been no exception,” said Cat Lewis, Chair of
the awards.
Barclays, Space Studios,
Timeline TV, No Drama and
The Farm sponsored the RTS
North West Awards, which
covered 2020 and 2021.
Matthew Bell
Tonight: The Pandemic•BBC North West
Tonight for the BBC
Regional Presenter•Owain Wyn Evans,
BBC North West Tonight•BBC One
Sports Programme•Rob Burrow: My
Year With MND•BBC Breakfast and BBC
Sport for BBC One
School Age Children’s Programme•
I’ve Been There: Amy Childs and Cosmetic Surgery•Nine Lives Media
for BBC iPlayer
Pre-School Children’s Programme•
CBeebies Presents: Christmas in
Storyland•BBC Children’s In House
Productions for CBeebies
Digital Creativity•United We Stream
GM•Badger & Combes for United We
Stream and Stream GM
Best Audio Post-production•Tony
Greenwood (Core Post), Brassic•
Calamity Films for Sky One
Visual Post-production•Jim Solan,
Ant Campbell, Chris Powell, and Luke
Wenmouth (dock10), The Stranger•
Red Production Company for Netflix
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RTS NEWS

Jasmine Dotiwala with Wiley on Channel 4 News

How to network
without worry
“I used to set myself challenges, so I would go to an
event and resolve: ‘I really
don’t want to be here, but I’m
going to stay for an hour and
chat’. You don’t have to stay

there all night making small
talk because it’s exhausting.”
Simone Pennant, who
founded The TV Collective,
which supports diverse creative communities, said: “We

Channel 4

RTS
Futures

Three experienced
industry execs offered
invaluable advice on
networking – something many TV newcomers
dread – at an RTS Futures
event in mid-November.
“I’ve always avoided the
idea of networking like the
plague, so the fact that I’m on
this panel is quite wild,”
admitted Jasmine Dotiwala.
She currently works for
Netflix UK’s editorial and
publishing team, and has
more than 25 years’ experience in TV, including stints
at Channel 4 News and MTV.
Dotiwala advised: “Stop
thinking about it as networking… it’s about making
it fun and palatable for you.
“It’s an old cliché – they
say your network is your net
worth…. I really now get that.
“If you work in TV already,
whether you’re researching
people, getting expert voices,
or finding new talent, you’re
going to need a network. If
you’re not working in TV yet,
you’re going to need a network to… help you get that
foot in the door.

use this term ‘network’, but
it’s just people you know.
Most of us work in the industry because we like people,
we’re curious about people.”
She added: “Don’t just
think about networking as
this kind of industry thing
that, ‘I’ve got to go along and
talk to people to get jobs’….
Collect people… because you
just don’t know when [they]
will become useful.”
Andrew Zein, SVP for creative, format development
and sales at Warner Bros
International TV Production
and former MD of Tiger
Aspect, highlighted the importance of maintaining a healthy
work-life balance: “There are
dozens of schemes out there,
initiatives or events that you
can go to, but there are only so
many hours in the day. Being
targeted about what you want
to do is really important.”
At the end of the RTS
Futures event, which was
chaired by Daisy Church of
the Media Trust, attendees
were given the opportunity
to network in breakout rooms.
Matthew Bell

RTS
Scotland

Production managers
are in short supply,
which made RTS Scotland’s November event
on this critical TV role so timely.
Raise the Roof Productions
head of production Sandy Robertson defined the role: ‘The
production management team
ensures that a production gets
made safely, on budget and on
time.… Usually it’s office-based,
as opposed to on location.
‘Every industry has admin
roles but, within television and
the creative sector, it’s just so
much more fun. It’s enriching…
so, although you are doing
what is often kind of seen as
quite a dull, uninspiring, logistical, admin role, it’s fun.’
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‘We’re making telly,’ added
Red Sky production executive
Nan Gourlay, who has more
than 20 years’ experience in
production management.
Contracts for this role tend
to be longer than most in the
freelance sector. ‘They’re in
right at the beginning, setting
up, and they’re there at the
end, closing down,’ explained
Gourlay.
‘But we just haven’t got
enough people because they
are all kind of stacked up,
[looking after] lots of long-
running things, which is great….
We just need to catch up with
new people.’
The Covid-19 pandemic,
though, has promoted

homeworking, which has
helped to ease shortages.
‘We’ve been able to widen our
talent pool,’ said Robertson.
One of the Scottish indie’s
current production managers
works from London. Robertson
explained: ‘We’ve been able to
get somebody who actually, to
be honest, wouldn’t have been
on our radar [before].’
Paul Prendergast, a junior
production manager on BBC
One political series Question
Time, worked in the events
industry for more than a decade before switching to TV.
He said: ‘The industry is
craving for more people – and
from all walks of life. I had quite
a big fear – “Why would they

Sandy Robertson

Raise the Roof

More than just an admin role

want me?” – but the industry
has welcomed me with
open arms.
‘You don’t need to go to university or study media to get
into the industry.… I think people with life skills and previous
careers in different areas [can]
succeed in the TV industry.’
Raise the Roof talent manager Jeannot Hutcheson chaired
the RTS Scotland event.
Matthew Bell

RTS West
of England

The RTS Futures Festival was back for a fifth
year at M Shed in Bristol and attended by
just under 200 young people
hoping to find out more
about the TV industry.
RTS West of England again
partnered with Bristol Unesco
City of Film and welcomed
16 companies from the creative community, including
Mallinson Sadler Productions,
One Tribe TV and Twenty
Twenty.
Students chatted to the
companies and had the
opportunity to try out camera
kit, courtesy of Films at 59.
A series of sold-out short
talks were also on offer, with
industry professionals sharing
insights and passing on tips.
Gritty Talent founder
Mel Rodrigues and Managing
Director Phoebe Sinclair

The

UPSIDE

explained how to create a
great CV and offered advice
on what you need to do to
stand out in a tough, competitive industry.
Ryan Francis (BBC Two’s
Statue Wars: One Summer in
Bristol) and Blak Wave Productions founder Mike Jenkins discussed self-shooting,
while Andrew Sheehy, a
production manager at Keo
Films, and Sadie Coles, a
production coordinator at
Wildstar Films, talked about
production management.
Rachel Drummond-Hay,
co-founder of Drummer
Television and Vice-Chair of
RTS West of England said:
“Even with face masks and
hand sanitizer in full force,
this year’s event was as buzzy
as ever. Due to the pandemic, there’s been a real
lack of face-to-face

As for TV sport, few are
as knowledgeable as David
Kogan. Tess Alps and Sarah
Sands’ credentials speak for
themselves.

Channel 4’s fruitful Live traffic camera
hunt for wise heads footage of the year
Intriguing appointments to
the Channel 4 board. In case
you missed them, the new
quartet are Dawn Airey, Tess
Alps, David Kogan and Sarah
Sands. They all have excellent media credentials. It is
especially heartening to see
someone of Airey’s experience joining the board.
She launched Channel 5
after working at Central
Television and Channel 4
and then went on to occupy
a senior role at BSkyB.

Channel 4 has once again
put smiles on the faces of
sports fans. Following live
coverage of Emma Raducanu’s stunning US Open
victory in September, earlier
this month the broadcaster
shared coverage with Sky of
the deciding final race of the
Formula 1 season.
For some viewers, Max
Verstappen’s thrilling, lastlap victory against Lewis
Hamilton – prior to the race,
the two were level pegging
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Statue Wars
networking opportunities for
young people and we were
really pleased to be able to
deliver this important event
in our calendar again.
“We were particularly
pleased to welcome a diverse

range of students from across
the region, from colleges to
universities, reinforcing the
important message that the
TV industry is inclusive and
accessible to all.”
Suzy Lambert

on points – was the TV
moment of the year.

their research to a wider
audience,” noted Prof Julia
Black, President of the British
Academy. “There is unquestionably a huge public appetite to learn the realities of
Britain’s international past.”
Quite.

British Academy
gets its history right
It’s good to see the brilliant
historian David Olusoga
being awarded the British
Academy’s President’s
Medal, for telling diverse
stories from Britain’s past.
Olusoga’s outstanding
documentaries include Britain’s Forgotten Slave Owners,
Black and British: A Forgotten
History and, of course, A House
Through Time, which recently
completed its fourth series.
“Across literature and television, his achievements are
an inspiration to researchers
in the humanities and social
sciences looking to bring

BBC

Futures fest
pulls in crowd

Sofa surfing some
sublime scenery
For a vicarious taste of winter in the great outdoors,
check out BBC Four’s Winter
Walks on BBC iPlayer.
This is slow TV at its most
chilled. The celebrity hikers
include such charismatic
folk as Baroness Sayeeda
Warsi, Lemn Sissay, Alastair
Campbell and Selina Scott.
What better way to celebrate the winter Solstice.
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